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Abstract
Photoproduction of strange particles at medium energies helps us understand the dynamics of strangeness
production.In this thesis, several photoproduction processes of multi-kaons are investigated in an effective
Lagrangian method.
In one kaon photoproduction, we review three reactions with different Lambda hyperons, Lambda( 1 I 16),
Lambda(1405) and Lambda(1520). By using them, basic reaction dynamics and its relevance with hadron
structure are discussed. Special emphasis is put on the meaning of the form factor, which is an important
ingredient of the reaction dynamics.
In two kaon photoproductions, first we study hidden strangeness production associated with the phi-
meson production. It has provided puzzles for a long time as an OZI suppress process. Several attempts
have been made so far, however, with not much success. To approach the problem, we perform an elaborated
analysis by including hadronic rescattering processes near the threshold region in addition to the conven-
tional Pomeron exchange at high energies. We have then found that the rescattering though Lambda(1520)
resonance could provide significant contribution near the threshold which mimics the bump like structure
in the cross section observed in the latest experimental data from the LEPS group by carefully choosing the
form factor. We have then studied, as a prediction of our model, spin density matrices which are sensitive
to the spin-parity quantum numbers of a t-channel exchanged particle. We have found results which are
consistent with the experimental data, indicating that spin-parity in the t-channel is dominated by natural
parity. This is the first result and is nontrivial so far. Thus our study indicates the importance of the hadronic
process of the phi-photoproduction near the the threshold region while the Pomeron dynamics dominates in
the high energy region.
As another process of two kaon production, we study E baryon production and have obtained once again
results consistent with the existing data.
Finally we have studied the three-kaon production associated with f) baryon. This is a totally new
theoretical study and provids an estimate for the total production rate. We found that the rate is about factor
ten smaller than what we naively expect from the extrapolation from one to two kaon productions.
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Part I
Introduction and review
1fntroduction
L.L Historical review of hadron physics
Modern nuclear physics started with the obervation of H. Becquerell. After Becquerel's obervation, Marie
Curie and her collaborators found radioactivity. Soon after that period, Ernest Rutherford had invastigated
inside of atom.
Hardron physics started with the prediction of Yukawa Hideki2 . In 1935, he predicted the field quantum
with a finite mass to explain the interaction between nucleons. Even though his prediction of pi meson is
the important step to explain thet strong interaction, it was found that pi meson itself is not the fundamental
quantum of strong force for several reasons. In 1954, Yang-Mills theory was proposed as the simplest non-
Abelian gauge theory. It was the first step to explain nuclear force using the gauge theory.
After invention of the particle accelerator, physicist had found that there are so many hadrons. Sakata
tried to expain mesons and baryons using proton, neutom and A. His work and similar invastigation had
tried to explain too many hadrons using more fundamental particles. Those too many hadrons are rearranged
systematically by the quark model suggested by M.Gell-Mann and G. zweig.
In 1967, S. Weinberg proposed'a model of leptons' which became the starting point of the standard
model. And asymptotic freedom of QCD was discovered by t'Hooft (Holland), Grass and Wilczek (USA)
and Politzer (USA) independently.
rAntoine Henri Becquerel (1852-1908) : French physicist. He won the 1903 Nobel prize in Physics with Marie Curie and piene
Curie
2Yukawa Hideki (23 January 1907 
- 
8 September 1981) a Japanese theoretical physicist and the first Japanese Nobel laureate.
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Table 1. I : Timeline of modern hadron physics
Y. Hideki predicted 100 MeV mass meson.
zr* was discovered
CERN was founded
The Sakata model
O- was predicted in the quark model
The discovery of asymptoticfreedom
Higss-like particle was reported.
A. H. Becquerel reported the rays emitted
from uranium.
The first particle accelerator
Ko -- r* + r- was discovered
Yang-Mills theory
K- p 
- 
tl-- K+ Ko was discovered
Model of leptons
Spring-8 was opened for users.
L.2 Effective field theorv and svmmetries
1.2.1 Effective field theory
Strong interaction is described by Quantum Chromodynamics. However, at low energy, it is not easy to study
the dynamics of strong interaction directly from QCD. The purpose of the effective Lagrangian method is
to represent in a simple way the dynamical content of a theory in the low energy limit, where effects can be
incorporated into a few constants. The basic strategy is to write down the most general set of Lagrangians
consistent with the symmetries of the theory.
To construct the effective Lagrangian, S. Weinberg introduced the guiding principal or theorem in 1979.
The effective field theory is based mainly on a "theorem" suggested by []:
1896
1929
1935
1947
1954
1956
1962
1964
1967
1973
1997
2012
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If one writes down the most general possible Lagrangian, including all terms consistent with
assumed symmetry principals, and then calculates matrix elements with this Ingrangian to any
given order of perturbation theory, the result will simply be the most general possible S-matrix
consistent with analyticity, perturbative unitarity, cluster decomposition and the assumed symme-
try principles.
According to Weinberg's theorem, we can construct the most general effective Lagrangian for the strong
interaction with the relevant symmetries. The Lagrangian has therefore an infinite number of terms and thus
an infinie number of free parameters. They have to be obtained by fitting to experiment or lattice results.
For certain physical problems, one can calculate Feynman diagrams with a proper Lagrangian set.
1.2.2 Symmetries of QCD Lagrangian
Here we breifly review symmetries which are base or guidelines for construction of effective Lagrangian.
Gauge symmetry: Quantum chromodynamics is a quantized non-Abelian gauge field theory. The
gauge field theories are of a particular kind of field theories which are based on the gauge principle. The
gauge principle is the requirement that the theory be invariant under the local gauge transformation. euan-
tum electrodynamics can be constructed by the phase transformation of the Abelian gropu I/(1), while
Quantum chromodynamcis can be done by non-Abelian phase transformation of ,gIl(3), whose representa-
tions are identified with the color desrees of freedom.
Chiral symmetry: From the Dirac equation for a massless particle, we get the following chial fields:
ψん=「Lψ, ψR=FRψ. (1.1)
where thc mat五es「1:(1土ηЪ)are ChiralityprtteCtiOn operators and ψ is a S01u ion ofthe Dirac equation.
「 R,L obey the following propcrties:
「 二
十FR=1,  FEFL=Fι,  RFR=FR,  Fι=FR L=0。        (1.2)
We can apply this chirality decomposition to a Lagrangian for a lnassless noninteracting felllliOn.
ん=jψ∂ψ=£L+£R, (1.3)
Dissertalon by H.Y Ryu(Ver l.1,Feb.2013)
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where
LL,R: irlrUnDr\Un
These Lagrangian densities are invariant under the global chiral phase transformations
(1.4)
(1.6)
(1.7)
,ltL,a : 
"-io ",^ 
rl, L,R, (1.5)
where the phases aL,R are constant. Using these left- and right-handed fields, 4;u {n, we can construct the
Lagrangian which satisfies chiral symmetry as follows:
£=―:可G″α判+仇ημDμ仇+JがプDμψL
Gμν=らスレ~のスμ~づgИμ,ス』, Dμ=ら一をg■μ, スμ=Σ)Tαス1,
where Ai,@:1- 8) arethegluonfields,To: \"f2arethegeneratorsof thecolorSU(3)groupwith
Gell-Mann matrices )o, and g is the gauge coupling constant.
Discrete symmetry: Invariance of the physics under a transformation means that quantity can be repre-
sente by unitary operator. Parity (P) and charge conjugation (C) are discrete groups and they are conserved
in both QCD and QED, whereas weak interacitons do not respect these sysmetries.
L.3 Strangeness particle in the hadron physics
ln 1962, Gell-Mann and Nebman predicted a new baryor, O-, with ,S 
- -3, JP : 3/2+, and a mass of
about 1670 MeV [77]. After their prediction, the O-(1670) was discovered at BNL l74l in 1964, which
confirmed the hypothesis of SU(3)r. The Babar Collaboration measured the spin of the Q- using E9 
-
O-K+, O; --- Q- K+ and Q- ---+ ltK- events under the assumption that the charm baryons have spin
ll2, as expected form the quark model, the angular distribution of A from Q decay is cossistent with spin
assignment 3/2for the O- and inconsistent with all half-integer spin assignments [75].
Dissertation by H. Y. Ryu (Ver 1 .1, Feb. 2013)
FIG. l.l: The discovery of a hyperon with strangeness minus three. Photograph and line diagram of event
showing decay of fl-. These figures are taken from [741.
FIG. 9'l shows the O- line in the bubble chamber and FIG. 1.2 shows the spin predictions of the O-
baryon and the experimental data.
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FIG. I .2: Mesearment of Q-. The green, red and blue lines are their expection for the spin of O- . Data are
taken from [75].
1.3.1 E and f) production
Very few O/E baryons have been identified in the last 50 years. Even fewer have their quantum numbers
determined. Kaon beam was the primary source for the discoveries of O/E. But photon beam could be a
powerful alternative.
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Flavor SU(3) symmetry predicts the existence of as many E resonances [15]. However, not much is
known about these resonances. Recently, the CLAS Collaboration at the Thomas Jefferson National Accel-
erator Facility (JLab) started a cascade physics plan [6]; in particular, the feasibility to do cascade baryon
spectoscopy via photoproduction reactions such as 1p -+ K+ K+E- and 1p --. K+ K+r-?o [16,l7l.
Table 1.2: Some O/E barvons
(J)″ M(MeV)
「
(MeV)
Ξ(1530)
Ξ(1690)
Ξ(1820)
Ξ(1950)
(1/2)十
(3/2)+
(1/2?)?
(-3/2?)~
(?)?
1318
1530
1690
1823
1950
9.1
<30
24
60
+ is the quark model prediction
Ω
Ω(2250)
(3/2)十
?? 2250
1672 3 2)+ is the quark-model prediction
Table 1.2 shows our recent knowlodge of O/F baryons. We have a few information about them and theri
dynamcis is not well known.
1.3.2 / meson (1020) photoproduction
.yp 
---+ 4p scattering process is very special and interesting phenomenon. Evne though this process violates
OZIrule shown in FIG 1.3, that process is not suppressed.
^lp ---+ K-r L
■/5
#三≡墓
=≡
≡≡茎≡#
γp―→φp
FIG. 1.3: Strangness particle production processes
In this point of view, this special property of @ meson photoproduction is very good subject to investigate
the hidden strangeness in the hadronic scattering process. In the present thesis, we would like to introduce
several hadronic approach to explain / meson photoproduction. In the beginning, Pomeron and one meson
exchange process are reviewed. Next we would like to explain one exotic particle exchange and rescattering
process.
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1.3.3 General questions for the open strangeness physics
The production of open strangeness in photo-induced reactions at intermediate energies allows studies of
the transition from the conventional hadron dynamics to the underlying dynamics of quarks, since a strange
quark and antiquark must be created.
The questions which gave the motivation for this work are:
l. Do quark degrees offreedom control the open strangeness production?
2. Does chiral symmetry govern the threshold region and up to which energy ?
3. Is the Feynman diagram method sufficient for an adequate description or are dffirent concepts like
Regge exchange more appropriate to understand associated strangeness production ?
From the experimetal side, data of sufficient accuracy are needed to answer these questions. As a theoretical
side, investigating production of kaon and hyperon in this work, we would like to contribute the way to
answer the above two questions.
In this work, we study the muti kaons production to understand strangeness production dynamcis more
deeply.
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Part II
One Kaon Photoproduction
2γP→ κ+A(1116)
2.1 Introduction
The production of strange particles in photoproduction at medium energies could give us more deeper
insight of the strangeness in the hadron physics. To study this subject, many facilities, like SAPHIR [3] and
CLAS have performed several hyperon production experiments.
In this chapter, we review the ground Lambda particle production process, .yp ---) 1(+A(116). This
process is well described with resonance in an effective Lagrangian scheme [3]. In this work, we try to
describe the ground Lambda photo-induced production with the gauge invariant set without a resonace
since the goal of the review of the one kaon photoproduction is to test several form factors types and to find
available parameter values to investigate E and O production.
(た1)
γ
十
A*
(22)
FIG.2.1:Gauge invariant diagram set of 7p --- K+A(l16)
We consider the four gauge invariant diagrams in the FIG. 2.l.We are going to show the formalism we used
and next the numerical result step by step.
?
? γ
L /´メ
十
+
p― A*
κ +
A率
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2.2 Formalism
Effective Lagrangian is given by
L.,wN : 
-"N11' - #ou,a"]*NL 21Vtx7 ' I
Lxpt : gnptL^rqy\rK-p
L.rxx : 
-ie(K-0,,K+ - K+apK-)AP
Llur : enlsop,o"l#tr
L.rtt L I
Llxpt : ieg^,xpilt ylt.ysK-'pALr.
In our calculation gtKptt: gKptr and we use the following parameters.
ゆ
gκPA
κA
?
?）
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
T―matrices for each diagranl are given by
亀=たのκA雹02ン1++荒。1+わ+mplれら包0
η 圭 九 nズ』的 ―
"Ъ
くり
乳=たシκA轟屁0分L与毒瑞義粋Ъくり
■ = ~を動 κA雹(p2)`γ%鶴(た2)
(2.6)
?inu and ?uiol stand for the self gauge invariant part of ? and the gauge violating part of ?. One can apply
type I or type II form facotr to gauge invariant part and some common type form factor to gauge violating
part. Surely summation of gauge violating parts satisfies the gauge invariance.
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As a next step, we apply the gauge invariant form factors as follows:
T = 電ⅣF(s)+(写id+η+■)鳥+ЪFO). (2。10)
電nV and ttd denO“the gauge inva五ant p rt oftt and the gauge violating part of■КSpectively.晃stands
for the common foIIH factor and dcflned by
鳥 =1-(1-F(S))(1-F(ι))( 鶴)).
We try the three form factor type for each F.Type l formねctoris denned by
(2.11)
F.f(p2)= (2.12)
(2.13)Fn(p'): |,, "!nY 
==rf"l,"L?* + (p2 
- 
M2) )
where Fy and Fs stand for the form factors of the scalar meson and the baryon respetively.
In type II form factor, FTyy has same form as f'6 :
動 的 =FB的=L巧《 多 葛 可 ]π・ (2.14)
As the 3rd form factor, let me introduce type III form factor. This overall form factor is motivated in the
rescattering process in @ photoproduction in chapter 7 and I check that this kinds of form factor gives us
available magnitude of the cross section even in one kaon photoproduction. Type III form factor are applied
as follows:
T=(電+Tt+■+乳)F(s)F(ι). (2.15)
We use the same form factor in Eq.(2.14) as 
-F (s) and F(l). Since the summation of the four ?-matrices
are gauge invariant, this scheme doesn't violate the gauge invariance. But we can see this form factor gives
us smaller value than type I and type II because two form factor are multiplied. Nevertheless this type III
form factor is very sensitive to the cut-off, then we get the reasonable megnitude in a little lager cut-offthan
cut-offs in other two types.
To test these three type ofform factors, I apply these to the energy dependent cross section calculation
and we can see the result in the next section.
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2.3 Numerical result
2.3.1 Contribution of each channels
Here we show the cross section of each channel. At first. the cross section without form factor is shown in
the below.
y p -> f* .,t(t t tO) Noおずl、 鑢ゞtor
120
100
80
つ
・ 60
0
40
20
0 ЮつЧ4
E
γ
[GeV]
FlG. 2.2: Contributions of each channels with form factor in different scales.
As we see in FIG. 2.2, c-channel contribution is dominant near the threshold but s-channel is dominant as the
photon energy increases. In the right pannel, we can distingush the difference of the channels' contribution
in the log scale.
+yp->K A(1116) Typc Iおr:、1ねcttpr
4
E
γ
101
10°
10~1
10-2
1。
-3
10`iV    l
[GeV]
FIG.2.3:Channels'contribudon with fo■11l facto■Type l form factor is used with η=1,Aν=0.7 GeV
and AB=0.7 GeV
With the form factor, c-channel is the most dominant one in thw whole energy region.
1。
3
1。
2
101
100
10~1
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2.3.2 Energy dependent cross section
Here the energy dependent cross sections are shown with the three form factors.
Tlpe I form factor
1   1.2  1.4  1.6  1.8  21  1.2  1.4  1.6  1.8   2
E, [GeV1
FIG.2.4: The total cross section with various parameters. Parameters in the legend denote (n, Ity,ltB).
We can see that experimental data are well described with cut-off value, around 0.65 GeV. Resonances
contribution is well known in 1p ---+ K+A(1116) process, but in this chapter we treat the basic gauge
invariant set only for simplicity.
Type II form factor
1   1.2  1.4  1.6  1.8   2      1   1.2  1.4  1.6  1.8   2   2.2
■[GcV]
FIG. 2.5: The total cross section as a functon of the photon energy, .O,, with type II form factor. parameters
in the legend denote (n, lty,Itp).
?
?
?
?
?
?
﹇?
?
ryPE I
TYPE II
…… (1,06,0.6)
―  (1,065,略)
一― (1,075,0.75)
―― (2,06,06)
…… (2,068,068)
一    (2,075,0.75)
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This form factor makes more sharp peak near the threshold region than type I form factor.
Tlpe III form factor
This type III form factor is motivated from the study of @ meson photoproduction. We use this kinds of form
factor when we describe the rescattering of @ meson photoproduction with the 1(+A(1520) intermediate
state.
0" r r.2 r.4 1.6 1.8 t"^. 
toJ,rlt.' r.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2
I
FIG. 2.6: The total cross section as a functon of the photon energy, E' with type III form factor. Parameters
in the legend denote (n, lry, 1t6).
Since two form factors are mutiplied to ?-matrix, type III form factor gives us small value but we can
see this form factor is really sencitive to cut-off parameter. Such a property makes this form factor give a
relevant magnitude in / meson photoproduction, I guess. As a altemative of the form factor in the hadronic
process, we would like to test availability of this form factor in the several cases.
2.3.3 Angle dependent differential cross section
Here the differential cross section as a function of the scattering angle at specific energy. We show some
plot usging type I form factor with same parameter set which we used in the previous section. We can see
that the experimant data can be well described except the threshold energy region, E1 : 0.925 GeV. We
use only basic four gauge invariant set. Some discrepancy could be explained with some resonaces and
f-channel 1{* exchange, I guess.
Here we show the differential cross section with type I form factor only. In the case it is need to investi-
gate the form factor dependence of the cross section, we can do that with parameter set described previously.
The goal of this section is to check the compatibility of each form factor in some cases. And we want to
apply this resut to understand E and Q production cases.
「 YH〕III
- 
(1,l,l)
* (1, r.25, 1.25) - 
(2. r, l)
* 1t t15 t1{l
_ (2, 1.5, t.5)
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FIG.2.7:The differendal cro:ysection as a functon ofcosθ.
2.3.4 Beam asymmetry
The beam asymmetry shows that there are some polariaztion dependence when we measure the observable
in the laboratory. we can measure this using the linearly polarized photon beam.
Here the beam asymmetry as a funciton of E', and cos0".*. are shown. The beam asymmetry which we
used here is difined by
Σ =
do1/dQ 
- 
don/dQ
(2.16)d,o1ld,Q + do11/d,A'
where dol ldQ and dolldQ are the differential sections with linearly polarized photon in the perpendicular
direction and in the parallel to the reaction plane. Since we choose X Z plane as a reaction plane, the
perpendicular direction to the reaction plane is 3r direction and the parallel direction to the reaction plane is
r direction.
In this section we show the energy dependent and scattering angle dependent beam asymmetry. Even
though there is no experimental data of the beam asymmetry of 1p ---+ K+A(l116) process, it can be a kind
of prediction or a guideline for the future work.
First we show the scattering angle dependent beam asymmetry with type I form factor. We describe the
beam asymmetry with varing parameters. Using the same form factor and parameters, we show the energy
11 -0.5
1｀YPElE=1.15 GeV
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dependent one also.
y p -> f*,,t1tt t6; ……… (1,0.65,0.65)
一  (1,1,1)
一     (1,1.5,1.5)TYPEI
0                        0
-0.2トー                     1ー‐0.2
‐04卜           J‐04
-0.6卜                    J‐0.6
-0.8卜     ヽ ~lV υOV  J‐0.8
‐ 1              -1
‐1
0                         0
‐0.2トー＼ ｀ヽ こ
「
｀｀ ヽヽ 、_     引 ‐0.2
-04卜  ｀、        /」‐0.4
‐0.6「                     -1‐0.6
‐0.8トー     Cv=1・。υじV  」 _0.8
‐ 1             ‐ 1‐1   -0.5    0    0.5    1   ~‐1   -0.5
0                         0
-0.2いミ｀ご｀‐‐―中――___‐、_    ¬‖‐0.2
_04トー ＼        ¬ ‐04
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一
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COS OCm
FIG. 2.8: The photon beam asymmetry as a functon of cos d.
In FIG. 2.8, we show the beam asymmetry with type I form factor at each scattering angle. Since there are
verysmalldifferenceintherange,0.65GeV< A <0.75GeYwetrylargercut-offAvalue, I GeVand 1.5
GeV which are used in other photoproductions. Next let us consider the energy dependent beam asymmetry.
（?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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?
0 0.5   1
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Y
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γ
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FIG.2.9:ne photon beam asyrllmetry as almctOn ofら.
2.4 Summary of this chapter
A(1116) production is important as the ground state of A baryon which occurs in the most kaon production
cases. In this point of view, to study 1p ---+ K+ L(1116) is basic and important.
In this chater, we show that we can successfully describe.yp ---+ K+A(1116) scattering process in an
effective Lagrangian approach. We test three types of form factors not only for checking the validity of
the form factors but also for the mult-kaons production calculation. Futhermore we show beam asymmetry
estimations for the future work.
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3.1 Introduction
十γヽ /メ十+p― A*  pA-(r,")
FIG. 3.1: Gauge invariant diagram set of 7p ---+ K+A(1405)
The A(1405) resonace is a negative parity baryon resonacne with spin l/2, isospin 1 : 0 and strangeness
S : 
-1. The resonance is located slightly below the /(N threshold and decays into the zrE channel through
the strong interaction. Theoretically, the existence of A(1405) was predicted in 1959 by Dalitz and Tuan,
based on the analysis of the experimental data of the KN scattering length [4, 5]. An experimental evidence
of this resonance was reported as early as 1961 in the invariant mass spectrum of the nX channel in the
I{-p 
-, nnrD reaction at 1.15 GeV [12]. In recent years, the structure of A(1405) has been found to
be important in various aspects in the strangeness sector of nonperturbative QCD. At the same time, the
experimental information on A(1405) is being rapidly improved by new data, such as the zrX mass spectra
in several reactions and the precise measurement of the energy level of the kaonic hydrogen. Thus, it is an
important and urgent issue to understand the nature of the A(1405) resonance.
In this chapter, we calculate the cross section and the beam asymmetry as a function of E, and cos d
19
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by considering four Feynmann diagrams in FIG. 3.1. The parameters determined in this calculation can be
considered as sF production and would be used to estimate multi-si production processes. We use the form
factor set which we used 1p 
- 
Ii l\ (1116).
3.2 Formalism
Effective Lagrangians are given by
£γκκ = ―づc(∂μκ~K+―∂μκ+K~)■μ
£γNN = ―cAア
[γ
μ―ザ景力:σμν∂レ]スμハ「
£ⅣA*K = gNAttKa`K―A*γμⅣ
£γNAtt K = をcgNAⅢκ4μκ
~A*γμ/V
らけ =Cttrのズ判 r・
Here A*=A(1405)and we use the following parameter set.
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
Table 3.1: Parameters in this work
κρ 1.79
gxpy* +1.9486 flavor singlet assumptions
ri1* 0.25 Skyrme model [11], unitarized ChPT [6]
?-matrices for each channel are given by
電=た摯κ雹02ン1諸囃ギ鵠[+荒」らくり
■ =義%rκ雹0分01-九》鮨分
れ *ぃて刺 婦 γ  九くり= ~Z221/fAt`
= をC力Aネκ雹(P2)`γ包(た2)
?
?
?
?
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We can easily check 7", Tt andT" consists of gauge invariant set and 7i is gauge invariant itself.
T : 4""r'(") + (4tt 'tTt*7.)F.(s,t,u) *T,F(u) (3.10)
3.3 Numerical result
3.3.1 Contribution of each channel
y p -> K-A(1405)
101
100
10~1
1。
-2
'oto'I
L[GeV]
FIG. 3.2: Total cross section without form factor. Two plots are same but in different scale.
y p -> r*n1t+os;
ヽoわrmねctor
I｀YPEIもralねolor
0.03
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0.02
-3 o.ol5
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10~1
1。
2
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3
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1。
5
オЮ`:
L[GeV]
FIG. 3.3: The total cross section with the type I form factor. They are shown in the different scale and each
line is denoted in the same wav of FlG. 3.2.
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FIG. 3.2 tells us that s-channel is dominant and there are negative interference effect between s-channel
and others since s-chaanel contribution is larger than the total. The total cross section with the form factor
are shown in FIG. 3.3. Here the contribution of c-channel is larger than that of s-channel.
3.3.2 Energy dependence with form factors
The total cross sections with the type I and type II form factor are shown. Usually A 
- 
0.7 GeV value is
available to expalin one sF production. But here I try several cou-offs which appear in the other photopro-
duction.
Type I form factor
0.4
0.3
0
二 0.2
0
0.1
Oi
En [GeVJ
FIG. 3.4: Total cross section without form factor. Two plots are same but in different scale.
Tlpe II form factor
0.4
0.3
●
島0.2
0
0.1
Oi
E, tcevl
FIG. 3.5: Total cross section without form factor. Two plots are same but in different scale.
TYPE I
―― (1,07,0.7)
―  (1,1,1)
―― (1,1.5,15)
―   (2,0″,0.7)
―  (2,1,1)
一    (2,15,1.5)
(1,0.7,0.7)
(1,1,1)
(1,I.5,1.5)
―    (2,0.7,0,7)
―  (2,1,1)
―    (2,1.5,1.5)
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3.3.3 Angular dependence with form factors
Here we show with parameter at several .Er.
T p -> K- A(1405)
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FIG. 3.6: Differential cross section as a function of cos d"-.
We can observe that the maximum values increase as E, increases. And maximums appear forward, cos d 
-
0.7.
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3.3.4 Photon beam asymmetry
y p -> r* n1t+os;
TYPEI
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FIG. 3.7: Photon beam asymmetry as a function of cos 0 with type I form factor.
We use the same definition of the beam asymmetry in Eq.( 2.16). We shold be careful the definition and
the sign of beam asymmetry. Our result shows that the sign of photon symmetry is negative. [t means that
the electric photon-hadron coupling is larger than the magnetic one.
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FIG. 3.8: Photon beam asymmetry as a function of the photon energy .8., with type I form factor.
3.4 Summary of this chapter
A(1405) resonance baryon is considered as not only 3 quarks state but also strongly bouned KN state.
We don't still understand this resonance particle well and it means that it is very interesting subject to
investigate. In this point of view, to study the A(1405) resonance baryon is very important to obtain deeper
understanding of the strangess in the hadron physics. In this chapter we calculate the cross section and
the beam asymmetry as a function of 8., and cos I in reasonable cut-off range. There are not many clear
data of 1p ---+ K+ lt(I405), we extimate observables in an effective Lagrangian approach. Our work in this
chapter is not only predictions of the A(1405) production but also a basic step to understand the muti-kaons
production. In the next chapter, we investigate other hyperon resonance, A(1520).
γp―>K+A(1405)
TYPEI
(1,0.7,0,7)
(1,1,1)
(1,1.5,1.5)
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4.1 Introduction
The A(1520) baryon resonance has been spotlighted because its mass is similar to that of the expected O+
but strangeness is opposite. As far as the experimental of the A(1520) production are concerned, there are
experiments reported so far: Boyarski et al (photoproduction)[7], the Daresbury group (photoproduction)
[8] and the CLAS collaboration (electroproduction)fl0]. Recently the LEPS collaboration is searching for
the O+ associated with the production of the A(1520) in photoproduction off the deuteron.
(pl)
K十 ′κ 十
A*
(p2)
FIG.4.l: Gauge invariant diagram set of 7p --- 1(+A(1520)
In this chapter, we investigate the A(1520) photoproduction near the threshold energy. We use the same
gauge invariant form factor formalism which we apply the A(1116) and A(1405) previously. We can use
the results of 1p -, K+A(1520) to test the effective Lagrangian formalism and to estimate multi-kaons
photoproduction. We consider the s, f, c-channel except the u-channel because the magnetic moment of
A(1520) is not known well and the z-channel contribution is supressed in usual K+A producton case.
A*
(た1)
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4.2 Forlllalislrl
Effective Lagrangian is glven by
£γⅣⅣ = ―」V]μ~赫 σμν∂レ
|ス
μハ「
£γKK= ―づC(∂μκ~K+―∂μκ+κ~)スμ
£KNA*  gKN生(∂νK―メ圧ν%ⅣmK
£γKⅣAキ   ・gκN仝1/1レκ一Iν%Ⅳ==  2-mK
With lgκⅣAネ|=10。9・T―matHces are g市en by
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
h*kz*MpT" : ieg61y1y.t1d(nz)nnlsfi
+た2)2_ル7
- 
ieg y 117 1t" t1' (p) (h 
- 
p) 
"'ysu(n) 6 _pl)2_鶴%
-'i e g 6 x7 n* uo (pz) lsu(pt) r., o
We apply the follll factor which preservcs the gaugc inva五ancc a  follows:
T=電nVF(s)+(写d+η+■)民
卜+枇可ιγ鶴し→
2Pl・6γTt =
■  =
where鳥=1-(1-F(S))(1-F(ι))・S and t arc dcnned s=(た1+た2)2=(Pl十p+2)2 and
t=(ん1-P2)2=(た~p2)2 КspeCdvely.4Ⅳ denotes the sdigauge invaiant part of tt and ttid iS
gauge violating part of鴫。SinCe sumation of Tid,Tt and■preServe the gauge invariance,form factors
in Eq.(4.8)don't Vi01ate the gauge inva丘ance of T.As we discussed in the prcvious chapters,we try two
follll factor type for tt and Ft With va五ous paramcters.Wc cmploy the Ra五ta―Schwinger neld for spin‐3/2
particlcs and thcy are dcnned in Appendix A.
At nrst,wc would likc to chcck thc contHbution of cach channcl withoutthe follll facotr and with fol:H
facoti Afterthat we will discuss aboutthe energy and angular dependentcross scction and beam asymmetry.
Through this proscdurc,wc can flnd avaiblc valuc or range of cut―off n the follll factor with cxpcrimcntal
data.We will use these parameter values to extimate the multi―kaons ph toproductions la en
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4.3 Numerical result
4.3.1 Channelcontritution
y p -> C,t(tszo) Noお,11ぬctor
2000
1500
1000
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0
:10°5・υ    2
■[GeV]
FlG.4.2: Total cross section as a function the photon energy .8., without form factor.
Near the threshold, c-channel contribution is dominant. But in large photon energy region, s-channel
contribution is larger than c-channel.
y p -> K' A(1s20) rvith TYPE Il'ornl f:rctor
1。
3
﹇??
﹈
?
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1
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10‐
3
104
晏σ5当
L[GeV]
FIG. 4.3: Total cross section as a function the photon energy .8.,, with type I form factor. Two plots describe
same graph. The left is ploted in a linear scale and the left is ploted int log scale. Parameters of form factor
are choosen as (n,lty,Ar) : (1, 0.75, 0.75).
FIG. 4.3 shows form facotrs make s-channel depressed very much. Form factors are really important not
only to fit the experimental data but also to determine each channel's contribution. Next section we will test
form factors with several parameters when we describe the cross section and beam asymmetrv.
2
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0
昌 1
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0.5
0
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4.3.2 Energy dependence
TVpe I form factor
1600
1200
234523
■[GeV]
FIG.4.4:Total cross section with the type l fo■11l factoL
l\M : l\B : 0.68 GeV is the best fit (the green line) and other cut-offs are tried also (black and blue
line).
Tlpe tr form factor
2000
1500
1000
500
0 2345234
■[GeV]
ΠG.4.5:Total cross sec■on with the tyep Ⅱ fo.11l faCtOn
The experimental data are well described with type II form factor with the same cut-off range of type I
form factor.
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4.3.3 Angle dependence
y p -> r*.a.1tszo; 一    (1,0.65,0.65)
―中― (1,0.68,0.68)
――― (1,0.75,0。75)
li-0.5 0-1
1.5 1.5
﹇。?
﹈
?
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?
?
?
?
?
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?
―Cl.5
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「
■ 0_F冒ゴ寸ユ義
COS OCm
FIG. 4.6: Total cross section with the type I form factor.
The differential cross sections at several photon energies are shown in the FIG. 4.6. We observe that there
is almost no angle dependence near the threshold. It looks reasonable that there are no so many A(1b20)
baryon production near threshold. The cross section increase when the scattering angle goes to the forward.
■=1.7 GeV
L〓2.5 CeV ■=3.O CeV
E二3.5 GeV
γ 5皇3.8 GeV
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4.3.4 Beam asymmetry
We use the definition of the beam asymmetry in Eq. (2.16).
f
T p -> K' A(1520)
0
-005
‐0.1
0
E=1.7 GeV
γ
-1   -0.5
E=2.5 GeV
γ
E=3.5 GeV
γ
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――― (1,0.65,0.65)
――― (1,0.75,0.75)
一   (1,10,lЮ)
E=20 GeV
γ
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Y
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FIG. 4.7: The beam asymmetry as a function of cos 0".^. with the type I form factor.
It is difficult to distingush the difference between the parellel and the perpendicular components of the
photon beam near the threshold (the upper left pannel). The maximum magnitude increase as the photon
energy increases and the beam asymmetries are zero at the forward and backward angles. FlG.4.7 tells us
that the beam asymmetry is larger near the forward angle region than the backward angle region.
E=3Ю GeV
γ
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FIG. 4.8: The beam asymmetry as a f-unction of E, with the type I form factor.
FIG. 4.8 shows the energy dependence of the beam asymmetry near the backward region. Since there is
no experimental data, these result are prediction.
4.4 Summary and outlook
Strangeness photoproduction is an important to obtain a deeper understanding ofthe nature ofbaryon res-
onances. Up to now, some nucleon resonances have been observed at the near-threshold energy in the KY
photoproduction. Investigating KA* state is a good waty to study poorly understood nucleon resonacnes
with a heavy mass since the threshold of y'(A* is relatively high compared with that for the nl[, r7N and
KA photoproduction. In the present work, we describe the K+A(1520) photoproduction with an effective
Lagrangian method. We would like to extend this fromalism to the multi-kaons photoproduction.
Another interesting point is a bump structure of the differential cross section of 1p --- K+A(1b20) t9l.
We would like to reproduce this bump with the coupled-channel method. There are still many curioud area
in KA* photoduction.
（?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
????〓?
y p -> K-A(1520)
TYPE I
- 
(1,0.65, 0.65)
- 
(l,0.75,0.75)
- 
(1,1.0, 1.0)
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5d photoproduction: fntroduction and TFee
level calculation
5.1. Introduction
0G020) photoproduction has been an interesting subject because of characteristic property of / meson. The
00020) meson is distinguished from other vector mesons, since it contains mainly strange quarks. Because
of its dominant strange quark content, its decays to lighter mesons and coupling to the nucleon are known
to be suppressed by the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule. In fact, the strange vector form factors of the nu-
cleon, which is implicitly related to the / meson via the vector-meson dominance, is reported to be rather
small [18]. This large ss content of the { meson makes the meson-exchange picture unfavorable in describ-
ing photoproduction of the @ meson. Thus, the Pomeron [l9,201is believed to be the main contribution to d
photoproduction, since it explains the slow rise of the differential cross sections of @ photoproduction as the
energy increases. However, while it is true in the higher energy region, a recent measurement reported by
the LEPS collaboration [21] shows a bump-like structure around the photon energy E., x 2.JGeV. It seems
that the Pomeron alone cannot account for this bumpJike structure and requires that one should consider
other production mechanism of @ photoproduction near the threshold energy. Moreover, a recent measure-
ment of the spin-density matrix elements near the threshold region [22] implies that hadronic degrees of
freedom play essential role in the vicinity of the threshold.
So far, the theoretical understanding of the production mechanism for the @ photoproduction can be
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summarized as follows:
General energy-dependence of the cross sections is mainly explained by Pomeron exchange that can
be taken as either a scalar meson or a vector meson with charge conjugation C : *L. While the
Pomeron explains the increase of the differential cross section do f dt in the forward direction, it
cannot describe the behavior of do /dt near the threshold.
The exchange of neutral pseudoscalar mesons (tro, rD provides a certain contribution to do f dt near
the threshold but it is not enough to explain the threshold behavior of do /dt [23]. Moreover, zr0 and
4 exchanges cannot explain the spin-density observables and, in particular, pl-, matrix element (see
Appendix for its definition).
Usual vector meson-exchanges such as p and u are forbidden due to their negative charge conjuga-
tions (C 
- -1). Otherwise, the charge conjugation symmetry will be broken.
Vector meson-exchanges with exotic quantum number such as IQ'1 : 1(1-+) are allowed but
those vector mesons are not much known experimentally. Moreover, as for the experimental data
from the deuteron target, exchange of isoscalar mesons is more plausible. On the other hand, there is
no experimental evidence for isoscalar hybrid-exotic mesons [24].
The contribution of scalar mesons such as o and fs are negligibly small for do /dt [231.
Understanding this present theoretical and experimental situation in @ photoproduction, Ozaki et al. [25]
proposed a coupled-channel method based on the /{-matrix formalism. They considered the 7,A/ ---+ I{A. ( 1520)
and KA* -- dN kernels 126l in the coupled-channel formalism in addition to 7N -- ON and @l/ ---, ON.
It is a very plausible idea; since the threshold energy for the KA* is quite close to that for the bump-
like structure (E, x 2.3 GeV), the A*(1520) resonance may influence @ photoproduction. Moreover, the
.yp 
---+ K Iy*(1520) reaction can be regarded as a subreaction for the 1p --. J(Kp process together with the
"yp 
-+ Op one in Ref. [26]. In addition, a possible nucleon resonance (JP : I l2-) with large ss content was
also taken into account. Interestingly, the coupled-channel effects were shown to be not enough to explain
the bump-like structure E., x 2.3 GeV. On the other hand, the bump-like structure was described by their
possible N* and was interpreted as a destructive interference arising from the N* resonance [40, 4ll.
Table 5.1 shows the previous important work relevant to the present work. Before 1999, people have
tried to understand d(1020) photoproduction with Pomeron prescripton. In 2005 LEPS collaboration found
there is a bump like structure near the threshold. Many people have tried to understand this threshold be-
havior via Pomeron, scalar particle exchange mechnism and resonances.
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Table 5.1: Timeline of / photoproduction research
Author Date What thev did Rei
Titov et al
T.Mibe et aI
S.Ozki et aI
W. C. Chang
et al
A. Kiswandhi
et al
H. Y. Ryu el a/
1999
2005
2009
2010
20]0
2012
Structure of the / photoproduction at a few GeV
Near-Threshold Diffractivc @-Mcson Photoproduction
from the proton
Coupled-channel analysis for @ photoproduction with A(1520)
Measurement of spin-density matrix elements for @-meson
photoproduction from protons and deuterons near threshold
Is the nonmonotonic behavior in the cross section of
@ photoproduction near threshold a signature of a resonance ?
/ photoproduction with couple-channel effects
[23]
[21]
[25]
[22]
[41]
[76]
Recently LEPS measured the spin density matrix at backwark region to investigate @ photoproduction
nature deeply. In the present work, we show that we can explain the bump-like structure near the threshold
and density matrix using not only conventional method but also hadronic rescattering process.
5.2 Pomeron exchange amplitudes
Kinematics is given by
Oγ  〆り
*nl11 十 ・ ・ ・
FIG.5.1: Kinematics of tree level diasram
Incoming photon momentum and ougoing phi meson momentum are denoted by k1 and k2 respectively,
and incoming proton momentum and outgoing proton momentum are by p1 and p2 as shown in Fig(5.1).
P stands for pomeron and n, 11 and o are other exchanged particles. The amplitude of the Pomeron-
:P
(Pl)p p′(p2)
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exchange[29,30,31]is giVen by
M=~雹(ρ2)″μンu(21)6″6イ,
where 6φ and cγare the polarization vectors ofthe φ meSOn and p oton。ノИμν is
″μν=ν(s,t)「μν,
where the transition operator「μν is denned as
「μν  = χγ(gμン__1考|) 一γ
ン
(た
ギ_たダ1里1,生2)
_(た
`_Pン
ち11争)(γ
μ―吉≠書),
几グ←,の=0助←)ら←):(主子生)α2°exp(_等αρ←)),
(5.1)
(5.3)
with B : (h + pz)lz.Note that the Pomeron amplitude preserves gauge invariance kiMp" : 0. The
corresponding invariant amplitude M(s,t) in Eq.(5.2) is written as [25]
(5.2)
(5.4)
(5.5)
where s : (kr + p)2 and I : (k, 
- 
kz)2 .FN (t) is the isoscalar form factor of the nucleon, whereas F4 (t)
is the form factor for the photon-@ meson-Pomeron vertex. They are parameterized, respectively, as
4γん―α%ιFAr(ι)=
ら(ι)=
(4γん―ι)(1-ι/ιo)2'
2メ■3
(1-ι/″;)(2μ3+弓―ι)・
The Pomeron trajectory ap(p) : 1.08 + 0.25tin Eq.(5.a) is determined from hadron elastic scattering
in the high-energy region. The prefactor Coin Eq.(5.a) governs the overall strength of the amplitude and
s16 determines the starting energy at which the Pomeron-exchange comes into play. We will discuss the
determination of these two parameters later.
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5.3 n'and ? exchange amplitude
To calculate pseudoscalar meson (g : no, 4) exchange in the t channel, we introduce the following
effective Lagrangians:
where Qr, AB, and N denote the / vector meson, photon, and nucleon fields, respectively, m4 and IlI7,1
stand for the masses of the / meson and nucleon, respectively, and e represents the electric charge. The
t-channel amplitude then takes the following form:
£
"ψ
 = 葛 gφγψCμ
ναβらφνぬ五βり,
んψNN = 号釜景;」マηんγ5iV∂μり,
ノИ= "9ⅣNgφγ9型11宅F争キテ
堕2雹(p2)(11~12)γ5包(Pl (μンαβた2μ6あンたlα(γβ,mφ   ι―
(5.6)
(5。7)
where r is the four momentum of an exchanged pseudoscalar meson. We introduce the monopole-type form
factors for each vertex FeNu(t) and F4r, defined as
ら ⅣN(ι)=
A3Ⅳ一Mb
(5.8)AみNN―ι ' 刷 =顆 ・
As for the coupling constants for the 0N N, we follow Ref. [23]: gnNN : 13.26, gnNN :3.527 for the
nNN and 4Nl/ coupling constants, respectively. We use AzrNN : 0.7 GeV and Anlrlr : 1 GeV for the
cut-off masses of the corresponding form factors. Though these values are different from the phenomeno-
logical nucleon-nucleon potentials [32,33], the effects of the p-meson exchanges on / photoproduction
are rather small. Thus, we will take the values given above typically used in @ photoproduction. Those of
the coupling constants for the Q1<p vertices are determined by using the radiative decays of the @ meson
to zr and 4. Using the data from the Particle Data Group (PDG) [24], one can find gttn : 
-0.141 amd
g6tn : 
-0.707. The negative signs of these coupling constants were determined by the phase conventions
in SU(3) symmetry as well as by z'photoproduction [23]. We choose the cut-off masses for the S1r and
QTrl form factors as follows: LOtn :0.77 GeV and It|.rr: 0.9 GeY respectively.
5.4 Numerical result
FIG. 5.2 shows the differential cross section at the forward angle d.o /dt (9 : 0) with various contribution
of Pomeron, 7r meson and r; meson shown separately. The parameter set for Pomeron is taken from [25]. We
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:ユ王
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´´~~~~~~___ヽ_ヽ_ヽヽヽヽヽヽヽ」
E, [GeVJ
FIG. 5.2: The differential cross section as a function of the .O,.
see that the total contribution describes the monotonically increasing behavior but the bump structure near
the threshold energy is not produced. Also the contribution ofthe hadronic processes, zr and 4 exchange,
are not important. These are the reasion why we try to find other hadronic process to explain the threshold
behavior. We are going to explain that part in chapter 7.
Юつ古 45      90      135     180
0[degree]
FIG. 5.3: The differential cross section as a function of the angle between photon momentum and @ meson
momentum in C.M. system.
FIG. 5.3 shows the angular dependence of do ldt at E-, : 2 GeV. The diffractive behavior with the forward
peak is well decribed through t-channel Pomeron, n and rl exchange.
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contribution
6.1 Introduction
In the begining of / photoproduction, we tested several one meson exchange model to explain the exper-
imental data. After we review n0, q and a exchange mechanism, we also investigated the effect of vector
mesons exchange. Vector meson exchange model can be one candidate which causes the @ photoproduction
since Pomeron is expected JP : 1-1 or JP : 01.
11^ zdv
i .r'- tp*',--i,,,,,,,,, p'
FIG. 6.1: Vector meson ("/ : 1) exchange process
As a simple case, we applyed u(782) exchange model to see what happens when the vector meson is
considered. Interestingly vector meson exchang model gives us the raising behavior as Pomeron does. Fur-
thermore we can reproduce the angular distribution of the differential data using u(782) exchange model.
40
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But the negative charge conjugation tells us that u(782) exchange process is forbidden. It makes us to find
other vector meson exchange case and as a next trial, we tested a1(1400).
zr1(1400) has the lightest exotic vector meson with JPC :11+. a1(1400) exchange model also gives us
the raising behavior when we treat coupling constants of each vertex as free parameters. For more realistic
consideration we calculated coupling constants with loops calculations. In the end, we found that our result
is much smaller than what we expected as free parameters.
6.2 Vector meson exchange mechanism
Here we would like to shortly review what effect a vector meson exchange model produce. First of all, I
will introduce Lagrangian and invariant amplitude. After that I will discuss the numerical results.
We use the following Lagrangians:
£γφω
£ωNⅣ
??
?
〓
(6.1)
(6.2)
ノヽイ  ==  づcgγω9ωAr」vι_πλ7rlp2)llた1・6あ)ごγ―16γ
・Cあ)騰1-葛
:τ
(■1
+為。1・0←γ。(あ1・続)×{撓牙ギ}{
(秒∈γ・の
}
(6.3)
where kr and k2 are the photon momentum and @ momentum respectively. Q : kt - kz and t : Q2. Using
the this formalism, we calculated the differential cross section as a funcion of the C.M. energy and the
scattering angle.
Oγ  〆り
(pl)P
:ω(782)
P′(p2)
FIG. 6.2: w(782) exchange process.
Cttφω
“
れ五ン~の■μ)φμων
%ⅣNⅣ節 /Vωμ
where g,.,lrNl and 9.16, are free parameters in our calculation. From the above Lagrangian, we obtain the
following invariant amplitudes :
lθωNⅣ=10・3557 in[2].
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109 50       100       150
0[deg]
of the center of mass energy Ecm at
2 Gelヽg==15.8533,gωφγ==1.9045,
0
E"- [GeVl 
=
FIG. 6.3: From the left, the differential cross section as a function
forward angle (d : 0) and a function of the scattering angle 0 at E-, :
A..,NN : 1 GeV and A.,,"6 : 0.9 GeV are used.
FIG. 6.3 shows that ω cxchange can IIIlinlik what Pomeron does.Detailed analysis tells us that such a
characteristic behavior comes from the tcrm屁(P2)鮮174(Pl)in the invariant amplitude ofEq.(6.3).Interesting
pointis thatthe same term isin PomeЮn amplitude also as shown in Eq(6.4).
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ノИPomeron =
??
?
?
?
?
???? _等
)_γ
ン
(たr~~たダ生≒メ
2)
し-7)lμ―ザ月<蜘げ綱らの (6.4)
Simple analysis shows that the propagator of a vecotor meson makes u(p2)k1u(p1). It is very important
message because we may need vector meson-like particle exchange model to obtain the raising behavior as
the energy increases within the frame of the effective Lagrangian method. From this finding we can see that
which diagram is crucial in the invariant amplidude level.
So far everything seems all right. However, if we consider charge conjugation symmetry, this process is
forbidden because of breaking of the symmetry forthe ordinary vectormeson of JPC 
- 
1--. This is the
motivation of study of the exotic meson exchange model. As a lightest exotic particle with ,IPC : 1-*, we
investigate 11 ( 1400) exchange mechanism.
'・ヽ 電
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6.3 zr1(1400) exchange mechanism
zr1(1400) is the lightest particle which pereserves the charge conjugation in the photoproduction. Since the
structures of vertexes are same as the those of c,.r, we can easily guess that n1 (1400) exchange process gives
us similar increasing behavior.
^11^ zdv
intp>'>p'
FIG.6.4: n1(1400) meson exchange process
In this section we intoduce the effective Lagrangian and invariant amplitudes described by zr1 exchange
model. After that. we discuss the numerical results.
Effective Lagrangians are given by
£γπlφ
£πlNN
??
?
〓
cgγπlφ(atスン~の■μ)φμπr
gπlNNⅣηA77r
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)
gyn6 and gnNN are input parameters. In this work multiplication of two coupling constants is parameter.
The invariant amplitude is given by
ノИ = づ望
等夕lt議羊
二雹。2111れ・6秒ら一16γ・6秒ん1-万
'T・
F CDIC7・0
+治けのはγてあ]鶴。→
where e (: h 
- 
k2) is the momentum of zr1. For simplicity, we define 9zr1 oS follows:
9nr : 9'yfnt 9nrN N . (6.8)
Our reuslt is shown in FIG. 6.5 and our best choice is gr,, 
- 
13.
Although there are still some ambiguities about the l-channel exchanged particle in / photoproduction,
there are some data which supports that the exchanged particle has the natural parity. n1(1400) has the nat-
ural parity since P : (-1)-I. Therefore the next step is to check whether 7T'1 exchange process is realistic
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or not. To do that we calculate the coupling constants by using the known decay modes.
E, [GeVJ
FIG. 6.5: Differential cross section with n1(1400) exchange calculation
6.4 Microscopic structure of zr1(1400) vertexes
FIG' 6.6 shows the diagrams which we consider to calculate the coupling constant of zr1(1400) vertexes.
Triangle type loop are constructed from three decay modes. Let me explain .y 
- 
lrt 
- 
@ vertex part firstly.
6.4.1 .yntd vertex
To calculate g1n1g wa use the following Lagrangian:
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
（?＝?）???
?ュ）???
Lopno :
f^u n Lntru
f
-'Ypn
腎
6μ
ンαβ
Oμφン∂αρβ7r0
%lηπOπr(らπOη―らη70)
搬    (μ
ναβομttν∂αρβη.
(6.9)
(6.10)
(6。11)
Our strategy is that'the invariant amplitude of r1Q vertex is same as that of the above triangle loop vertex.
Then we obtain the divergent integration and we need a regulariztion to calculate the integration. grrrr4 is
口 BONN(1974)
◇ DARESBURY(1982)
◇ DESY(1978)
● LEPS(釦Ю5)
I  SAPHIR(2003)
● CLAS‐gH(prelilinary)
o SLAC(1973)
‐日口 πl exchange only
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given by
釣亀φ = ~ 鶴φttη ♂ねA6μ′ν207α/ぉ争←【
―gββ
′
■
等 )
ι2_鶴ら
×  ×
～止蜆芦/山崚(雫)・~ mρttφ 2(
(6.12)
(6.13)
(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16)
We took only leading contributton of A and△=(1-“)πl+ν2n3-ν(m;―π昇十mみ).イiS momentum
of ρ lneson.
γ ィ史==・
″´‐´‐″‐
p                   :
ク九NN
.7「1.7「1
pリノ＼Pノ十p¨ノ
FIG. 6.6: Microscopic structure of zr1(1400) vertexes.
Similarly we can calculate the coupling constant for rrNN vertex. For z-1NN vertex calculation, we use
the following Lagrangian
£質°NN = 2■イⅣ Ⅳη%Ⅳ∂
μπ°
£ηNN = 2γN Ⅳし%Ⅳ∂
μη
£πl.Oη =%lπOηπr(らπOη―らη
'°
)
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We can calculate two loop diagrams related to 7T-1N.^tr vertex by using the above Lagrangian. Calculating
the invariant amplitudes give us the following result:
gπlNN=
We used the follo、ving c upling constant set:
A2
2(47「)2・
(6.17)
(6.18)
Thble 6.1: parameters in this calculation
Eopno
Etnp
Enontrt
EzrNN
StNN
2
1.23
8
13.5
6
Eq.(6.13)andEq. (6.17) tellsusthatcouplingconstants, glnl6andgntNN arefunctionof thecutoffA.
When we choose a little large cutoff, A : 1.1- GeY we obtain
gtotLgnrNN 
= 
0'02
This result is just 0.15% of parameter value (- 13) in the tree level calculation.
6.5 Summary and conclusion
To find a alternative of Pomeron which explain the cross section of @ meson photoproduction in the high
energy region, we have investigated vector meson exchange mechanism.
Although we found that c.r exchange model could mimk the Pomeron exchange modelt, this mechanism
violate the charge conjugation symmetry. After that we try the simplest exotic particle zr1(1400). n1(1400)
exchange process can explain monotonically increasing behavior of the total cross section, but their coupling
constants are not known. To estimate the magnitude of the cross section of zr1(1400) exchange process, we
calculate coupling constants in microscopic picture. Using the decay modes in PDG, we can calculate the
maximum value of coupling constants of each vertex of loop diagrams. The result shows that the possibility
of such a process is very small.
Even though it is not so successful to find the other altemative process instead of Pomeron exchange,
we found that vector-like exotic particles could be one chance to investigate the behavior in high energy
region. We can try the other exotic particles heavier than zr1(1400).
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contribution
7.1 Introduction
In the present work, we want to scrutinize in detail the nontrivial hadronic contributions arising from
hadronic box diagrams in addition to Pomeron and pseudoscalar meson exchanges. Extending the idea
of Ref. [25], we consider seven possible box diagrams with intermdiate pN, uN, oN, nN, 1(A(1116),
1(.4(1116), and 1(A(1520) states. However, it is quite complicated to compute these box diagrams explic-
itly, so that we use the Landau-Cutkosky rule 127,281, which yields the imaginary part of the box diagrams
by its discontinuity across the branch cut. Though their real part may contribute to the transition amplitude,
we will show that the imaginary part already illuminates the coupled-channel effects on the production
mechanism of 1p ---+ Qp near the threshold. The parameters such as the coupling constants and cut-off
masses of the form factors will be fixed by describing the corresponding processes and by using experimen-
tal and empirical data. Yet unknown parameters are varied as compared to the present experimental data.
In addition, we tune the strength of the Pomeron amplitude near the threshold region, where the hadronic
contribution seems more significant. It is a legitimate procedure, since the Pomeron gets more important as
the energy increases. Thus, we determine the threshold parameter in such a way that the Pomeron exchange
becomes effective in the higher energy region. We did not consider any N* resonance, since we do not have
much information on them above the @,n/ threshold l24l.We will show that the coupled-channel effects are
47
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indeed essential in explaining the recent LEPS data, which is the different conclusion from Ref. [25].
The present thesis is organized as follows. In Section II, we explain the basic formalism. We show how
to compute the box diagrams mentioned above. In Section III, we present the numerical results such as the
energy dependence of the forward cross sections, the angular distributions, and the spin observables. We
also discuss how the KA-(1520) channel can explain the bumpJike structure together with the pomeron
exchange tuned. We discuss in detail the spin-density matrix elements for @-photoproduction. The final
Section is devoted to summary and outlook. In the Appendix, we present the definition of the spin-density
matrix elements for reference.
7.2 Formalism
We will employ the effective Lagrangians to compute hadronic rescattering process in addition to the
Pomeron-exchange. In Fig. 7.1, we draw the relevant Feynman diagrams. The first diagram corresponds
i *"u"*zo
7To, T
o/-----'-o,
FIG.7.l: Relevant Feynman diagrams for / photoproduction: We draw, from the left, the diffractive
Pomeron exchange, the pseudoscalar meson-exchanges, and the generic box diagram for hadronic rescat-
tering that includes intermediate meson Mi and baryon B; states.
to the Pomeron-exchange, and the second one depicts zr0- and 4-exchanges. The last diagram represents
generically all the contributions from various box diagrams with intermediate hadron states, i.e. pN, uN,
oN, nN,1{A(1116), K-A(1116), and KA(1520), among which the last one was already considered in
Ref. [25]. From now on, we will simply define the pN box diagram as that with intermediate p and N
states, and so on. We also define the 4-momenta of the incoming photon, outgoing S, the initial (target)
proton and the final (recoil) proton as k1 and k2, p1 andp2, respectively. In the center of mass (CM) frame,
these variables are written as k1 : (k, k), k2 : (E6,p),pt : (Er, 
-k) andp2 : (8p,, -p), where k : lkl,
L1 /-^2,t-.t'.'rl,>,trrtr-t,r-Lo : | -'O + Pf , bp : \/ ^i + lkl', and Er, : \/ *i, * lpl",respectively.
?
?
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7.2.L K+ L(I520) box diagram
In addition to the Pomeron- and pseudoscalar meson-exchanges, we include the seven different box dia-
grams: pN, uN, oN, nN, KA(1116), K.A(1116), and KA(1520). Since the 1(A(1520) box diagram
is the most significant one among several possibie box diagram in describing @ photoproduction, we first
discuss the K+A(1520) one and then deal with all other box diagrams in the next subsection. In The
?N 
- 
K+A(1520) process was investigated within an effective Lagrangian method in Ref. 126l of which
the results were in good agreement with the experimental data. Thus, we will take the formalism developed
in Ref. [26] so that we may take into account the KA(1116) coupled-channel effects more realistically.
The effective Lagrangians for 7N 
-' 
K+A(1520) are written as
Lxxl.- :
L6xNtt- :
L6xx :
L6Nx :
f,,,,p.f r\ A
r .,-.pltY ]v
LlxNtr- :
詈務当|″γ5そ乃ι
κttA*μ,
一を子筋晋lgφκκ
″γ5φμκ+A*μ,
一jgφκK(∂μK~κ十_∂μK+K)φμ,
~クφⅣNAriγμ―,1カTσ
μン∂ν
]φ
μ′ヽ「
,
一づC(∂μκ~K十_∂μKttκ~)■μ,
CArレι―蒜♂ン中μ札―を1峯管岩デ生」。γ5スμκ+A*μ, (7.1)
where K and A*r' denote the K meson and A(1520) fields. For A(1520), we utilize the Rarita-Schwinger
formalism. M6 is the kaon mass. The y'(//A* coupling constant is taken from Ref. [26], since we use the
amplitude derived in it. The 6K K coupling constant can be determined from the experimental data for the
decay width l6-KK.On the other hand, gd-r,1ru is not much known experimentally. Recent experiments
measuring the strange vector form factors imply that the strange quark gives almost no contribution to
the nucleon electromagnetic (EM) form factors [8]. One can deduce from this experimental fact that the
dNN coupling constant should be very small. In Ref. [35], the /NN was estimated by using a microscopic
hadronic model with rp continuum: 7ONN -- +0.25 and n6 : 0.2, which are compatible with the recent
data for the strange vector form factors. Thus, we will take these values in the present work. However, note
that the s-channel contribution with the dNl/ vertex is almost negligible. In Table 7.1, the relevant strong
coupling constants and anomalous magnetic moments are listed.
Based on the effective Lagrangians given in Eq.(7.1), we can write down the amplitude for the 1{+A..(1520)
box diagram. It contains both real and imaginary parts. The real part is divergent, which is also the case for
other box diagrams and the rigorous calculation is rather involved. Thus we consider that the real part can be
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Table 7 .l: The strong coupling constants and anomalous magnetic moments used in the present work.
gκNA*
gφκκ
gφNN
11
4.7
0.25
Re■[26]
Rel[24]
Re■[35]?
?
1.79
0.2
Re■[24]
Rei[35]
taken into account effectively by the reenormalization of various coupling constants, and calculate only the
imaginary part explicitly. The reasoning behind is similar to the concept of K-matrix formalism for the S-
matrix. Physically, the imaginary part corresponds to rescattering and is obtained by the Landau-Cutkosky
rule, Ref. [27,28].
Having computed the Lorentz-invariant phase space volume factors, we obtain the imaginary part of the
amplitude as
Imνκ+A*b∝=~島
素 /穿ML(ψ
→rAつML(κ+A*→
"),
(7.2)
where r is the magnitude of the 1(+ momentum. This imaginary part of the amplitude is schematically
drawn in Fig. 7.2. The shaded ellipse in the left-hand side represents the invariant amplitude for 1p -,
K+ L*, which is basically the same as that of Ref. [26] except for different form factors as will be explained
later. It consists of three different types of the Feynman diagrams as shown below the left dashed arrow. On
the other hand, the right ellipse stands for the K+ L* 
- 
Qp process that contains the diagrams below the
right arrow, generically. Note that we use a similar method as in Ref. [25] but we choose the different form
factors and parameters. The corresponding invariant amplitudes Mnhp 
-' 
1(+A*) and My(K*A* --
dp) with the form factors are defined as follows:
ル化(ッ→ κttA*)
νR(K+A*Ъの)
(νムs+ML,ι+″Lc)几(S,ι),
OИR,s十ノИR,t十ノИR,c)場(S,ι),
?
?
〓
where Mr," (Ma,"), M7,1 (Mn,), and Mr,. (Ma) represent the s-channel, the
contact-term contributions to the 1p ---+ K+ 1\* (lf+A* 
- 
cbd process, respectively:
(7.3)
ι―channel,and the
礼s=締洗η5害オ¨ は+鉤輛 識m,
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A(1520
FIG.I.2: Feynman diagrams for the 1{+A(1520) box. The form factors are introduced in a gauge-invariant
way.
2cgκⅣA
均
1雹μ%鶴し→ん '
Tら Ъυ。→・%NF型雹叫芦場Ъぽ0,~Z  スイ
``十` 屏荒  p革鋤…
ふ
~ZgκNAttgφKκ 2た1
″ κ
~づ飲NA*`  9鉾
~   IЪ9知αlpl),
■4κ
″κⅣN雹
(p2)%6群鶴μ(pl)・
We inffoduce the form factors Fp(s,t) and F1,(s,t) for Maand M6respectively, in particular, in a
gauge-invariant manner for the 1p ---+ K+ It* rescattering:
I nrlrl l^' I nrttt 1'"Fp(s, t) : l-- rL\-' -/ 
L"trrt * (" - MiY J ln2It$+ t2 ) '
Fy(s,t) : | ,, '?nt .10,01"" 1 ,nni 
^1^" , 
(7.s)
- u\-1-'/ 
L"rnt f (" - MiY ) lnattf;+ t2I 1
where the cut-off masses A; and powers ni ?ra fitted to the experimental data for the 'yp 
-, 
K+A* and
ML,t :
Mt,. :
Mns :
Mn,t :
Mp,. : (7.4)
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1p ---+ @p, which are listed in Table 7.2.lnFig. T .3, we draw the numerical result of the total cross section
TaЫe 7.a Cut_。∬paralneters used in Eq。(7.5)
ηl          l
η2
23
24
Al
A2
A3
A4
1
2
1
0.8 GeV
O。8 GeV
l.O GeV
l.O GeV
for 1p --+ K+A*
with the data.
in comparison with the experimental data taken from Ref. t371. It is in good agreement
1500
﹇?
?﹈
?
E, [GeVI
FIG. 7.3: Total cross-section of the 7p ---+ K It(L520) reaction as compared to the experimental data [37].
7.2.2 All other box diagrams
In the same manner as done for the K+ L* box diagram, we consider the six intermediate box diagrams
as shown in Fig.7.4, i.e. the pN, wN, oN, rN, KA(l116), and 1(*A(1116) box diagrams. p photopro-
duction has been studied theoretically [38, 39, 40, 4l] in which the contributions of the f-channel z-- and
a-exchanges were considered and a-exchange was found to be the dominant one, since it selects the isovec-
tor part of the EM current. Thus, we take into account the pp box diagram with the a- and zr-exchanges
in the f-channel, as shown in the first diagram of Fig. 7.4.We will show later in Fig.7.5 that indeed the
o-exchange describes qualitatively well the 'yp -i pp reaction. In Ref. I38l cu photoproduction was also
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γ≒準ρン/φ
 γL_ωン/φ
Pノ″″
′″´――-7戸……・ ｀ヽ、、、、P
FIG.7 .4: Feynman diagrams for the six hadronic box contributions.
discussed within the same framework. In contrast to the 7p ---+ pp reaction, the zr-exchange appeared to be
dominant, since it picks up the isoscalar part of the EM current. Correspondingly, we consider the c..rp box
contribution as in the second diagram of Fig. 7 .4, where c.r is produced by the one pion exchange. The op
and rp box diagrams are obtained by reversing the pp and upbox diagrams. The 1p -+ KA(1116) and
1p -. K* lt(l116) reactions were measured by several experimental collaborations [42, 43,44,45,46,47]
and were investigated theoretically [48,49,50, 51, 52]. While we consider all the relevant diagrams for the
KA.(1520) box contribution because of its significance, we will take into account only the K-exchange
diagrams in the t-channel for the 1(A and 1(*A box diagrams, since these two box diagrams turn out to
have tiny effects on / photoproduction.
The relevant effective Lagrangians for these box diagrams are given as follows:
考イテ「れ
スン∂μρン_Oμスν∂νρμ](ア,
gσNN/VArσ,
一ogπⅣⅣ″γ573Ⅳ70,
1lt「
6μンαβ∂νφμ∂βρlπo,
θωφσ
(らων∂μφν―らων∂νφμ),
鉤ωπ
 6μンαβ∂
ンスμ∂βωαπO,
一gyNN″
(γ
μyμ一蒜
σμ安らylt)Ⅳ, (y=ω,ρ),
一iC[(∂μK+〉【~―(∂μκ~ンで+]スμ,
£γρσ
£σNN
£πONN
£7「ρφ
んωφσ
んγωπ
£yNN
£γκκ
?
?
?
?
〓
A(1116) A(1116)
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L6rcx
Lxxt
Llxx-
L6xx*
?
?
?
?
〓
づgφKκ[(∂μκ十〉【一_(∂μκ
~〉【+]φμ,
~'θκPAA%r√」κ―,
7    (μ
ναβ∂
νン4μ∂βκ*αЙf,
卜
6μναβ∂νφμ∂βκ*αЙf,
0.82
10.026
13.26
-1.258
-0.45
0.557
10.35
3.72
4.48
-13.26
0.254 GeV~1
10.74
(7.6)
where the coupling constants and the cut-off masses are listed in Thble 7.3.The invariant amplitudes for
Thble 7.3: Coupting 
"onrtuntr s of Fig. 7.4
Rei[38]
Re■[38]
Rei[38]
Re■[24]
Rei[24]
Re■[24]
Rel[34]
Rei[34]
Re■[24]
Re■[54]
Rel[24]
Rei[24,53]
0
6.1
Re■[34]
Rei[56]
gγρσ
gσⅣN
gπⅣN
gπρφ
gφωσ
gγωπ
gωⅣⅣ
gρNN
gφκκ
gKNA
gγκκ*
θφκκ*?
??
Lnpa
AzrNN
L'rpo
AoNN
Lo
Loo,
1\outQ
Lnt,
I\y
T\7
1.05 GeV
l.05 GeV
l.05 GeV
l.l GeV
l GeV
O。9 GeV
O。9 GeV
O.6 GeV
l.227 GeV
l GeV
Re■[31]
Re■[31]
Re■[38]
Re■[38]
Re■[38]
Re■138]
Re■[24]
Rei[34]
Re■[57]
these box diagrams are derived as follows:
M二=軋降rⅨ7。 l■l・ウ6到咆Zω{埼=  物ギ嚇れ』Ъくの×{勒・
Aみρσ―γ′
ισ―Z′
A昇ⅣN―γ『
A3NN―z′
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乃μ= 粥昨ル句0卿ω×{愕・
M2』=     壺(P2)Z(9)Kr.た2)(Cω・6あ)―(r・6あ)(た2・6ω)]
×{卿・訃 },
軋 レ6Jず伍中小いリー×
{(I丁=ギ誓|・T戸)2},
ル%←ω―飛唱)[r・6秒たダー け
。た2~■暉)6メ]
A鼻ⅣN―
ノИ3,L
Ms,n :
Ma,L :
七91鶴。1)
κω)一
光
9μ
]
μναβ6イたrrβ雹(9
為 )}×{(西
“6群んgrβttlp21卜
αいκD―赤グlZO,9kル化,R =
鳥 )り,×{(西
(1争≡t島う方(r・6γ)雹(1)γ5鶴(pl)×{(掛)2},峰=          
準)2)
鼈 。つく2い0×{(矧)2トノИ5,R =・―岬…柿0×{(葬
)2ト
動 κ
尤
らノИQL = ″κ*(ιI
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?
?
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?
?
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?
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?
?
?
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where the subscripts 1, ...6 correspond to the box diagrams appearing in Fig. 7.4 in order. The other sub-
scripts L and B denote the 1p ---+ MB and MB 
- 
dp parts, respectively. In Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 we draw
the results of the total cross sections for the lp -, pp and 1p -- up reactions, respectively. The results are
qualitatively in agreement with the experimental data.
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E, [GeVl
FIG. 7.5: Total cross-section of the 7p 
- 
pop reaction. The solid curve depicts the present result obtained
from the t-channel o-exchange diagram. The closed circles and the open squares are taken from Ref. [58],
where as the open triangles represent those from Ref. [59].
〔?
?
】
?
E, [GeVl
FIG. 7.6: Total cross-section of the 1p ---, ap reaction. The solid curve depicts the present result obtained
from the f-channel n-exchange diagram. The closed squares denote the experimental data from Ref. [60]
whereas the open circles represent those from Ref. [61].
7.3 Numerical result and discussion
We are now in a position to discuss the numerical results for / photoproduction. We start with the differential
cross section at the forward angle do f dt(0 : 0) as a function of the photon energy E,, in the laboratory
frame. The parameters are determined in the following manner. Since the the Pomeron-exchange in the
low-energy region is not much understood, we fit the parameter for the overall strength Co and that for the
threshold ssl in Eq.(5.4) in such a way that the Pomeron-exchange reproduces the high energy behavior of
the differential cross section: Cp : BGeV-l and s16 : 3.83 GeV2. On the other hand, We fix the cut-
off parameters for the 1{A.(1520) box diagrams to describe the E, dependence of doldt in lower energy
region, in particular, to explain the well-known bum-like structure around E, x 2.3 GeV. The parameters
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FlG.7.7: Differential cross section as a fuhition of the photon energy E.r.The thick solid curve depicts
the result with all contributions included. The solid curves with the symbols P, T, B and H represent the
Pomeron contribution, those of zi-- and r1-exchanges, those of all the box diagrams, and the total contribution
of hadronic diagrams (T + B), respectively. The dashed curyes with numbers in order denote the effects of
the seven box diagrams separately.
of all other hadronic diagrams are taken from existing references as explained in the previous section.
Figure 7.7 illustrates various contributions to doldt(O : 0) as a function of the photon energy E.,
from the Pomeron-exchange, the f-channel n- and 4 exchanges, and seven box diagrams. The solid curve
with symbol P draws the contribution of the the Pomeron-exchange to do f dt. As expected, it governs E,,
dependence in the higher energy region (8., 2 3GeV). Note, however, that the Pomeron does not contribute
to dof dt below around Et :2.3GeV in the present work. The z- and ?-exchanges provide a certain
amount of effects on the differential cross section (solid curve with symbol ?). The contribution of the
n- and 4-exchanges start to increase from the threshold energy and then it decreases very slowly when it
reaches approximately 3 GeV. Thus, the effects of the z- and 4-exchanges are quite important in the lower
8., energy region up to 3 GeV where the Pomeron-exchange overtakes the r- and 4-exchanges.
Except for the KA.(1520) box diagram, all other box contributions turn out to be negligibly small.
However, the 1(A*(1520) box diagram plays an essential role in describing the experimental data for do f dt
in the lower E., region, in particular, in explaining the bumplike structure near 2.3 GeV. This is very
different from the conclusion of Ref. [25], where the KA.(1520) seems to be suppressed in the /(-matrix
formalism. The reason lies in the fact that we have introduced different form factors for the 'yp ---+ K L*
?
＝?
?
?
??
?
﹈?
?
?
―  Total
…… [P]POmeron
―― [H]HadrOns
一   [T]t―Channel■+η
―― [B]BoXCS
――― [1]ρ BoX
‐―‐[2]ω Box
――‐[3]σ Box
―――[4]π Box
―― [5]KA(1116)Box
――‐[6]KA(lH6)Box
―― [7]KA(1520)Box
■ BONN(1974)
o DESY(1978)
△ LEPS(2005)
× SAPHIR(2003)
▼ SLAC(1973)
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and KA* 
- 
dp reactions. In general, form factors are given as functions of two Mandelstam variables for
the box diagrams, i.e. .F (s, t), since we have two off-shell particles in the s-channel and other two off-shell
particles in the t-channel. However, it is very diflicult to preserve the gauge invariance in the presence of
the form factors. Thus, we have introduced a type ofoverall form factors to keep the gauge invariance in the
''lp -'-+ K L* part, as written in Eq.(7.5). To keep the consistency, we also have included a similar type of the
form factors in the 1(A* ---+ Qp part. With these form factors considered, we find that the 1(A* box diagram
is indeed enhanced as shown in Fig. 7.7 in comparision with Ref. [25]. The contribution of the KA* box
diagram increases sharply up to E,, 
= 
2 GeV and then falls off linearly. The result of the 1{A* box diagram
indicates that the off-shell effects, which arise from the form factors and the rescattering equation, may
come into play.
??
???
?
?
?
?
90 135
0 [degree]
FIG. 7.8: The differential cross section as a function of the scattering angle 0 with the photon energy at
E..r : 2 GeV. The thick solid curve depicts the result with all hadronic contributions included. The solid
curves with the symbols ? and B represent the contribution of the n- and 4-exchanges and those of all the
box diagrams, respectively. The dashed curves with numbers in order denote the effects of the seven box
diagrams separately.
Considering the fact that the K*A threshold energy (Etn 
= 
2 GeV) is very close to that of d pho-
toproduction (Etr, 
= 
1.96 GeV), one might ask why the contribution of the .K*A is suppressed. While
the KA*(1520) channel (Etr, E 2 GeV) is directly related to Qp, since both are the subreactions of the
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.yp 
---+ K Rp process, the ^yp ---+ 1l*A reaction is distinguished from those two reactions, because the K*A
channel is related to 1p ---+ n K lt reaction. Thus, one can qualitatively understand why the contribution of
the 1(*A box diagrams is suppressed.
In Fig. 7.8, the differential cross section as a function of the scattering angle is depicted at E, :2 GeV.
Since the Pomeron-exchange is suppressed at this photon energy because of s15 : 2.3 GeY we can examine
each hadronic contribution to the differential cross section more in detail. Figure 7.8 clearly shows that the
1(A(1520) box diagram is the most dominant one among the hadronic contributions. Adding all the effects
of the box diagrams, we find that the box contributions almost describe the d dependence. Together with the
zr- and 4-exchanges, the result of the differential cross section is in good agreement with the experimental
datal2l,62l.
FIG. 7.9: The differential cross section as a function of the scattering angle 0 with two different photon
energies Et : 3 GeV and 3.7 GeV. The thick solid curve depicts the result with all contributions in-
cluded. The solid curves with the symbols P , T, B and H represent the Pomeron contribution, those of zr-
and 4-exchanges, those of all the box diagrams, and the total contribution of hadronic diagrams (T + B),
respectively.
The differential cross section as a function the scattering angle are drawn in Fig. 7.9. The left and right
panels correspond to the photon energies Et : 3 and 3.7 GeV, respectively. As expected, the hadronic
contribution is dominant over the Pomeron-exchange at the lower photon energy, while at Et : 3.7 GeY,
the Pomeron governs the 1p 
- 
dp process. Interestingly, the effects of the box diagrams, in particular,
the 1(A*(1520) one, turn out to be larger than those of the zr- and 4-exchanges, whereas the box diagrams
seem to be suppressed at higherphoton energies. It implies that the 1(4.(1520) box diagram influences @
photoproduction only in the vicinity of the threshold energy. Figure 7.10 depicts the results of the differential
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FIG' 7.10: Differential cross sections of the "yp 
-+ Ap reaction as a function of t + lf 16,, with eight differentphoton energies. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [21].
cross section as a function of t * ltl-6 with eight different photon energies, where ltl_;,, is the minimum
4-momentum transfer from the incident photon to the / meson. The results are in good agreement with the
experimental data taken from the measurement of the LEpS collaboration [21].
It is of great importance to examine the angular distribution of the S -+ K+ K- decay in the @ rest
frame or in the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) frame, since it makes the helicity amplitudes accessible to exper-
imental investigation 163, 641. The detailed formalism for the angular distribution of the / meson decay
can be found in Refs. [64, 23]. The decay angular distribution of @ photoproduction was measured at
SAPHIR/ELSA [65] but the range of the photon energy is too wide. On the other hand, the LEpS col-
laboration measured the decay angular distribution at forward angles (-0.2 < t + Itl-i") in two different
energy regions: 1.97 < E1 < 2.LT GeV and 2.L7 < Et < 2.37 GeV [21], which are related to the energy
around the local maximum of the cross section and that above the local maximum, respectively. There-
fore, we have computed the decay angular distributions at two photon energies, i.e. 8,, : 2.0T GeV and
Et : 2.27 GeV, which correspond to the center values of the given ranges of E., inthe LEpS experiment.
R=2.22 GeV R=2.32 GcV
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FIG. 7.11: The decay angular distributions for 
-0.2 < t + ltl-i" in the Gottfried-Jackson frame. We take
the center values of the energy ranges measured by the LEPS collaboration l2ll, i.e. Et : 2.07 GeV and
Et :2.27 GeV. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [21].
The one-dimensional decay angular distributions W(cos 0x), W(6rc 
- 
O), W(06) are presented in
Fig. 7.11, which are expressed respectivley as
+Φφκ Φφκ― Φψκ
ソフ
ア
(COS θK) ==  :(1-ρ80)■: (3ρ8。
―-1)COS2 θK,
2πly(φκ―Φ) = 1+2Pγpl_l cos 2(φκ―Φ),
2πИくφK)=1-2Reρ♀_l cOS2φκ,
27再グ(φκ tt Φ) = 1+2Pγ△1_l cos2(φκ tt Φ),
2πTグ(Φ) = 1+築ヽρ′COS2Φ, (7.8)
where 06 and @6 denote the polar azimuthal angles of the decay particle K+ inthe GJ frame. O represents
the azimuthal angle of the photon polarization in the center-of-mass frame. 1 P,, stands for the degree of
polarization of the photon beam. Fl-t, Ar-r, and p' are defined as
■‐ =:就‐―hバJ,△「, : 募fT鳳.mρ:-1)' (7.9)
tDefinitions of the angles are well described in appendix B.
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The expressions for the spin-density matrix elements pl1, with the helicities ) and X for the @ meson can
be found in Appendix B .
The panel (a) of Fig. 7.11 draws the one-dimensional decay polar-angle distributions l;Z(cosd6). As
pointed out by Refs. [2], 22l,the decay distribution behaves approximately as 
- 
(3/ )sin2d6, which
indicates that the helicity-conserving processes are dominant as shown in Eq.(7.8). It means that t-exchange
particles with unnatural parity at the tree level do not contribute to trV(cos d6). As will be discussed later,
p$o from the zr- and 4-exchanges, which is related to the single spin-flip amplitude in the GJ frame, exactly
vanishes. On the other hand, all hadronic box diagrams contribute to it. Though the Pomeron-exchange
might contribute to this spin-density matrix element, it does not play any role below 2.3 GeY. The panel (b)
of Fig. 7.11 shows the results of W(Qy 
- 
O), which are in good agreement with the LEPS data, whereas
the panel (c) depicts those of W(Qrc),W(Qx * O), and W(A), respectively, which deviate from the data.
In fact, the data show somewhat irregular behavior which does not seem to be easily reproduced.
Table 7 .4: @ density matrix in the forward scattering at E, -- 2 GeV
p box
c..r box
o box
n box
KA(1116) box
K.A(1116) box
K+A(1520) box
-0.175 2.97 x l}-a
-0.48 9.26 x 10-a
-0.066 -8.85 x 10-3
0.448 5.57 x 10-a
0.488 
-1.08 x 10-2
0.485 1.39 x 10-3
0.499 
-2.95 x 10-3
-8.94 x 10-6
-8.72 x l0-7
2.03 x 10-a
1.79 x 10-a
7.85 x 10-5
1.10 x 10-6
5.13 1 x 10-6
1.37×10~2
-1.05×10~3
-7.93×10~4
1.15×10~3
-2.21×0~2
2.06×10~3
-6.02×10~3
0.651
0.035
0.254
0.061
0.025
0.030
3.1 x 10-a
box all
hadrons
6.62 x 10-2 0.455
5.13 x 10-2 0.24
2.46 x l}-a
5.64 x 10-a
1.74×10~4    5.69×10~4
1.34×10~4   _1.99×0~4
As shown in Fig. 7 .ll, the decay angular distributions shed light on the production mechanism of the @
meson, since they make it possible to get access experimentally to the spin-density matrix elements, or the
helicity amplitudes of @ photoproduction. It has important physical implications, because even though some
diagrams seem to contribute negligibly to the cross sections, they might have definite effects on the decay
angular distributions. In Table 7.4,The contributions of each box diagram to the various spin-density matrix
elements at E., :2GeV are listed. As expected,then- and 4-exchanges contribute only to p1-1. The
hadronic box diagrams mainly contribute to p8o and pl-, and are almost negligible to other components.
Interestingly, the pp box diagram is the dominant one for p$0, even though it provides much smaller effects
on the differential cross section than the 1{A.(1520) one.
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Rcently, the LEPS experiment measured the spin-density matrix elements for 1p 
- 
6pI22lin the range
of E., 
- 
L.6-2.4GeV in which the Pomeron-exchange does not play any important role, in particular, in the
present approach. Thus, we can examine the hadronic contributions to each spin-density matrix elements.
Figure 7.12 iltustrates the various spin-density matrix elements, compared with the LEPS data. Since the
experimental data are given in the finite range of E.r, wejust take the three center values corresponding to
the ranges, i.e. E., 
- 
I.87, 2.07, 2.27 GeV. The hadronic diagrams considered in the present work describe
quantitatively Repfs, p!-, and plr. However, the deviations are found in other spin-density matrix elements
as t 
- 
lll-1,, increases.
7.4 Summary
In the present work, we aimed at investigating the coupled-channel effects arising from the hadronic inter-
mediate box diagrams to / photoproduction near the threshold region in addition to the Pomeron-, zr-, and
4-exchanges. In particular, the bump-like structure near E, = 2.3 GeY which was reported by the LEPS
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experiment [21], sheds light on the production mechanism of the @ meson in the vicinity of the threshold,
since the Pomeron-exchange was shown to be not enough to explain this peculiar structure of / photo-
production. Thus, we studied in detail the effects of the seven different box diagrams such as pN, uN,
oN, rN,1{A(1116), 1{.4(1116), and 1{A(1520). In order to take into account the rescattering terms, we
employed the Landau-cutkosky rule in dealing with these box diagrams.
Since it turned out that the ,I(A*(1520) box diagram played a dominant role among hadronic contri-
butions in the lower-energy region, we scrutinized its contribution to / photoproduction. We introduced
the form factors depending on both the s and t Mandelstam variables in such a way that the total cross
section of the 1p ---+ 1(A*(1520) reaction was well reproduced. All other box diagrams were constructed
by utilizing the previous theoretical works and by reproducing the corresponding experimental data when
they were available. We examined each contribution carefully by computing the differential cross section
of / photoproduction. While the 1(A* box diagram was found to be the most dominant near the 2 GeV, all
other box diagrams turned out to be very small. The results were in good agreement with the LEpS data
including the bump-like structure. We also computed the differential cross section as a function of t + lll-;r,
and found it to be in good agreement with the experimental data.
We investigated the contributions of hadronic box diagrams to the decay angular distributions. While
the one-dimensional angular distributions tr4l(cos 06) andW(Qx 
- 
<D) were in good agreement with the
experimental data, other three angular distributions seemed to deviate from the LEPS experimental data.
We also examined the various spin-density matrix elements, which were measured recently by the LEpS
collaboration. We found that the hadronic box diagrams describe the experimental data for Repfs, p!_1 and
p|, were well reproduced. While the present results explain near I 
- ltl-i,, = 0 relatively well for other
spin-density matrix elements, they deviated from the expeimental data as I 
- ltl-i., = 0 increased.
As shown in the present work, the intermediate box diagrams, in particular, the KA*(L520) one, play
crucial roles in explaining the cross sections of the .yp ---+ Qp rcaction in the vicinity of the threshold.
Other box diagrams also provided certain effects on the part of the spin-density matrix elements. We have
considered in this work only the imaginary part of the transition amplitudes of the box diagrams based on
the Landau-Cutkosky rule. However, the results of the spin-density matrix elements already indicate that
we should carry out a theoretical analysis of / photoproduction more systematically and quantitatively.
Thus, we need to investigate a full coupled-channel formalism and to solve rescattering equations with the
real parts of the box diagrams fully taken into account. Another interesting and important problem is to
extend our approach to the neutron target, since some of considered amplitudes are isospin-dependent. The
corresponding works are under way.
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8.1 Introduction
(た1)γ
(た2)p
K十
κ 十
FIG. 8.1: 1p --- K+ K+E- scatteringprocess.
Since the late 1980s, no significant progress has been made in cascade spectroscopy because of the
closing of the then existing kaon facilities. Recenty, the CLAS Collaboration at the Tomas Jefferson Na-
tional Accellerator Facility (JLab) initiated a cascade physics plan [6]. They want to understand the
strangeness baryon properties more deeply via photoproduction reactions such as 'yp ---+ K+ K+E- and
1P -+ K+K+a-E0.
Cascade physics has recently received special attention in connection with the search for the exotic
pentaquark states. In fact, the NA49 Collaboration has reported seeing a signal for the pentaquark cascade
Et- t781. However, to date, other experiments with much higher statistics have obtained negative results.
In this work, we investigate 1p --- K+ K+E- in an effective Lagrangian approach to estimate the cross
section of that scattering process.
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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8.2 Possible diagrams (channels)
|
κ+ κ+
FIG. 8.2: 7 diagrams for 1p --+ KKE- scattering process.
FIG. 8.2 shows the seven possible diagrams for 1p ---+ K KE- scattering process. Each diagram is
determined by the position where the photon is coupled to. Since both kaons are charged, there are two
diagrams (3 and 6) which contain the contact term. We found that diagram I,2 and3 make gauge invariant
set and diagram 4, 5 and 6 make another set. The diagram 7 is self-gauge invariant. We apply the different
form factors for each gauge invariant set. We will explain this later.
γ■/
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8.3 Formalism
8.3.1 EffectiveLagrangian
We use the following Lagrangian ;
L^,wN
L1rcx
Lxt'ttt
Lxt=-
L.rrcxt
L.rxtr=-
L.rttt
―Cハ「lA/p~蒜
σμν∂
レ
|ハ
「スμ
―づCI“れκ十ン【―_“れK~〉【十]スμ
θκNA Aγμ%らκ~Ⅳ
gκAΞ―百
~γμ%らK~A
づCgγκNAAγμ 5」κ
~ハ√スμ
c三
~lA/p+」
薫Lσμ
ν∂ν
]Ξ
~・μ
'Cgγ
κAΞ―Ξ
~γμγ5」κ
~A■μ
cA [ぅ
1ォlσ
μν∂ν
]ノゝ
スμ
(8。1)
(8.2)
(8。3)
(8.4)
(8.5)
(8.6)
(8.7)
(8.8)
We use the following coupling constants and anomalous magnetic moments:
クKNA
θκAΞ―
6.1512 GeV-'
-2.104 GeV-1
Rei[26]
Rci[24]
κP
κA
κ●
1.79
-0.613
0.35
Re■[24]
Rei[54]
Rei[54]
Table 8.1: The strong coupling constants and anomalous magnetic moments used in the present work.
Until this step, there is no free parameter. We use the strong coupling constants and magnetic moments
which are determined by previous experiments and theoretical calculations. Some free parameters will ap-
pear when we introduce form factors. And those free parameters will be determined by the experiment data
later.
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8.3.2 ?-matrix
We use ,S : 1 
- 
i? convention and ?-matrix are given by
Tl =
-egtgzu(ps)irffib,
(た1+た2~21)2_ル咲r■(た1
χl二χ準単≒ι+た2)2_■年 Lγ[+競司くり,60ん1+ん2~φl~Zヽ
鶴 =¨ ズ
"あ
   伍 ~ψl)鶴鮨2)で可
- P1)2 - n'L2o '
2pt'et
η =¨ 刺 あ   らくり ,
テ=鯛″ズ』与  L  A醐'
■ ="n蒟‐0伍―
"  Aく
り
(8。10)
(8。11)
(8.12)
(8.13)
(8.14)
(8.15)
鴫=θクlθ2雹ωごγ府
等=―¨ 蒜ズRン2   ←≠1~れり   九くり
- !'r; '!rutp&z)_Pl)2_ィス/1 V¨ ψZノ '
where gL : 7KNL and 92 : gKL=-. Except the diagrams which include the contact term, every diagrams
have two propagators. Now we are in a position to find the gauge invariant set to apply form facotor. To
conserve the gauge invariance, we will apply the form factor to the self-gauge invariant part and the gauge
invariant set respectively. The gauge invariant set means that the sum of the invariant amplitudes are gauge
invariant but alone is not.
We can easily check that 71, T2 and Ts are consist of one gague invariant set and Ta, Ts and 76 make
another set. ft is self gauge invarinat set. We apply relevent form factors for each gauge invariant set as
follows:
η。国 = 珂nvFl++cTid+T2+T3)Fl,c++(T4+T5十四OF2,c・ (8.16)
fio6 stands for the sum of each diagram's ?-matrix. {nu and 7'riol *" the self gauge invariant part and the
gauge violating part of ?-matrix of the diagram 1. ,F1 is the form factor which depends on only the virual
particle's momenta in diagram I. Fr,. and F2," are the common form factors which depend on the variable
of the gauge invariant set. We introduce the detail of how to construct form factor in Appendix C.
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8.4 Numerical result
Before applying form factors, we check the bare contribution of each diagrams.
Y P -> K* K* E- No rbrnr t'actor
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FIG. 8.3: total corss section without form factor
FIG. 8.3 tells us that the first diagram which contains s-channel is most dominant before applying the form
factors. We can see that diagrams with photon coupled to the first kaon cotribute more than those with
photon and the second kaon coupling. Diagram 2 and 4 contaions t-channel and 3 and 6 have contact term.
Next let us consider form facotor contribution.
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8.4.1 Tlpe I form factor
o;
E, [GeVl
FIG. 8.4: Total corss section with type I form factor. Data are taken from [54].
FIG. 8.4 shows that our results with various parameters. We use type I form factor to reproduce the
data and our best fitting is (n, A1a, Aa) : (2,t.3,1.4). In the present work, we include only ground state
baryons. considering resonance baryons as intermediate states might change.
8.4.2 Tlpe II form factor
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FIG. 8.5: Total corss section with type II form factor. Data are taken from [54].
FIG. 8.5 tells us that type II form factor can reproduce the data with the parameters which are similar
values compared with those of the type I form factor. In this calculation, the best choice is (n, Ay, Aa) :
(2,I.375,1.375). This parameter sets can be used to estimate the order calculation of 1p -, 6+ g+ 6o9-
by extrapolation.
_ (2,1.3,1.3)
- 
(2,r.375,r.37s)
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(1,1.3,1.3)
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8.5 Summary of this chapter
In summary, we have explored the reaction lp --+ KKE within an effective Lagrangian approach. This
is the investigation of this reaction in connection with the cascade spectroscopy program initiated by the
CALS Collaboration at JLab. There is a previous theoretical work [54], but we use a different form factor
set to preserve the gauge invariance and consider the only ground states as the intermediate states. We found
that with similar free parameters value compared with [54], we can reproduce the experiment data.
Our results show that our approach can reproduce the experimental data with reasonable choice of pa-
rameters. This calculation is important in the point of view that we can investigate the strangness physics
via E photoproduction. Also this calculation is helpful for us to estimate the three sF production which is
related to (-)- production. In the previous chapters, we introduced 1p ---+ KA as one sS production process.
This two sF production mechanism study, KKE production, is very important to extend three s5 produc-
tion process. We will use the results we get in this chapter to extimate 1p -+ K K KQ photoproduction.
Furthermore we can investigate the dynamics of the cascade dynamics more using the machinary which we
used in the present work.
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Three Kaons Photoproduction
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9γP_→ ス「十ス「+κOΩ~
9.1 Motivation
Historically, baryons with mulitple strange quarks have played an important role in the development of the
quark model and our understanding of the universe. The prediction and discovery of the O baryon certainly
was one of the great triumphs of the quark model. However, half a century later, there has been little new
information about the O and E byryons. In fact, only two O states and six E states are considered to be
well-established, with at least three-star rating in the PDG [4]. The production mechanism of these states
is still unknown to a large extent. Tipically small cross sections make the observation of the higher excited
states difficult, which explains our current lack of knowledge in excited hyperon spectroscopy. production
of doubley- or triply-strange baryons by means of a photon beam (such as in the CLAS, at present, and
CLAS12 and GlueX, in the future) is expected to shed light on the genesis of these states which involves the
production of sS pairs from the vacuum. This significant change in baryon strangeness number from intitial
(S : 0) to final state (,S 
- -3, - 2) could result from direct production via vector-meson dominance or
from a sequence of intermediate transitons. Inference on the production mechanism of these states in 7p
collisions can be obtained from precision measurements of the cross section and invariant mass of these
states.
The photoproduction of the (^9 
- -3) Q baryon requires the total strangeness transfer A,g : 3. This is
the largest possible transfer of strangeness number, which makes the measurement of the production of this
state and of its decay properties particularly interesting in a photoproduction environment, which have not
74
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yet been established.
The 12 GeV upgrade in CLAS l2 will provide and order of magnitude higher in luminosity and signifi-
cantly better multiple-particle final states acceptance than CLAS. It is therefore expected that many aspects
of (-)- and E stats, including the cross section of the ground state O- and E baryons, the mass splittings of
ground and excited cascades which would deepen our understanding of the u I d quark mass difference, and
the polarization of the E- baryon.
In this chapter, we calculate the cross section for 1p -- K+ K+ K0O- based on an effective Lagrangian
approach. The ground states A, E and E are included in this calculation. With the form factor set used in
one and two kaons photoproduction, we estimate an order of the total cross section.
9.2 Three type of diagrams
9.2.1 TVpe I, II and III
Here I would like to explain how to construct the diagrams we consider. At fisrt draw the baryon and meson
lines. After that we can draw photon line which is coupled to the charged particle and the particle with the
magnetic moment.
Considering the order of three kaon, I have the diagram set which depends on the position of the neutral
kaon. Each diagram set is labeled as type I, type II and type III. FIG. 9.1 show the type I diagram which the
neutral kaon is third position.
FIG. 9.1: The first type of diagram set. It depends on the position of the neutral kaon.
We couple the photon line to the charged kaons and each baryons. Since we cannot attach the photon line
to the neutral kaon. there is no f-channel and contact term related to the neural kaon, K0. I would like to
introduce other two type. After that I will explain how to draw the photon line.
p
t.* rz| t .(lJ\n.n
u,
C)-
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FIG.9.2: The second and third diagram set.
After we categorize three types, we need to distinguish the diagrams according to the place where pho-
ton coupling.
FIG. 9.3: l0 possible places where photon can couple to.
I show l0 possiblities that the photon can couple with, but it depends on the charge of kaon. It means
that the photon cannot couple with nuetural kaon, therefore there are 8 possibilites for each type. But I will
fix the label of the l0 places. For example, photon doesn't couple with positon 8 and 9 for the type I case. I
call the diagram I-7 for the diagram which photon couple with position 7 and call the diagram I-10 for the
diagram coupled with position 10 even though there are no photon coupling with position 8 and 9 in the
case of type I.
We will show each diagram when we explain the detail formalism in the next section. In the present
work, we include the kaon and the ground state of baryons , for example A(1116) and Xi- (1321). We can
improve our result including more intermediate states. That is our next work.
?
?
?「?
?
? 。
?
??
?
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9.3 Formalism : Type I diagrams
8 diagrams of type I are shown. The neutral kaon is the third line which is denoted in a red. In this present
work we consider the ground state baryons as intermediate particles. For example, Br : p, Bz : I\ and
Bs : E-. Furthermore we consider the kaon f-channel exchange in the 2nd and the 5th diagrams.
γ
軍 プlガ
′´
′
   :     .′
゛
κ+  κ+   ノ(0
κ+  κ+
考
´
″″´
″ ″″
κ+ κ+   入す
FIG. 9.4: Type I diagrams.
In the next, we will introduce Lagrangian set and ?-matrices to calculate this diagrams.
?
? ?、???
?
?
?
?
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9.3.l  Effective Lagrangian and T‐Inatrix
Effective Lagrangians are given by
£γNⅣ = ―cハ「
[γ
μ―ぢ1ガ:σμν∂レ|スμⅣ
£γκκ = ―tc[(∂κ十)K―_∂(κ~)κ+]
£KNA =gκ+ⅣAAγμЪらκ~Ⅳ
£KAΞ― =gκ+AΞ―百~γμ%ら7~A
£κOΞ_Ω_ = gκOΞ_Ω_豆
~μ
らでЪΞ―
For convention,I dcflne couplings for short as follows:
θl=gκ2VA,  g2=θKAΞ―,  g3==gKOΞ_Ω_
(9。1)
(9.2)
(9.3)
(9.4)
(9.5)
where A=A(1116).T―mat五XCes are given by
■_=巧吻鍬 プ幽     ぁ
×ψlγ5                  1∬+死 ん11ごγ7t(た2)
ψ2TI-2=をCglg2偽プ04)pζ
i
バい
"Ъ
くり ×
ん1+χ2~ψl+Zヽ
(た1+た2~pl)2_昭
(1+12~ψl+Zヽ
(た1+た2~pl)2_飛瞑
(9。6)
(9.7)
(9.8)
Ti-s : ieglg2gsuq(pa)p!
xt.,ryu(k2)
χl+χ2~ψl~ψ2~ル毎~
(た1+た2~Pl~P2)2_M2_ψ2
(9.9)
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η-4 = ん1+χ2~ψl~ψ2~」ИE―~Zθg192g3 221fA捻プ・懃》ζ諸覇缶岸嚇デ粍“エアIA      ′ヽυ■ 1 `υ2  /1  /Zノ エγ・ Ξ―
叫   九常×あ       %くり
TI-5  =  ~づCg192g3τμ(p4)pζ
×ψ2(た2~pl)2_ィス
×ψlγ5鶴(た2)(た1_P2)2_2%
■巧 =拗 の
“
プ幽
×ιγ 02~■ソ~昭少rん包0分
TI-7  ==  た
'192θ
3τμ(P4》ζ
(た1_.た2~~Pl~p2)2_M=_[f―・ 羅
ん11
×ιγ                   ψlγ52(た2)色(た2)
TI-10  =二づCg192θ31τμ(p4){ヽαgμν一 :(γα、ぃγν
―十 η γン｀ α)}(3Dνβ(た2~Pl
―批葛く』れらDβ。2~2~"|
納 β    あ   A%くり
where the propagator ofthe spin3/2 spinoris dcnned as
Dμν(P)=局
      [μ
ν―
:γ
μγν―:【
生空二 pμ21:弄
デ
ビ11竺
]
~P3)
(9.10)
(9。11)
(9.12)
(9.13)
(9。14)
(9。15)
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8 diagrams of type II are shown. The nuetral kaon is the second line which is denoted in a red.
9.4 Formalism : Iype II diagrams
κ+ だ°  κ+
κ+
κ+  ノぎ｀   κ+
κ+  ム●   κ+
FIG. 9.5: Tlpe tr 8 diagrams.
Becareful that the label number is not order of diagrams, but the position where the photon line is coupled
to. And there is no contac term related to the neural kaon.
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9。4.l  Effective Lagrangian and T‐コnatr x
Effective Lagrangians are given by
£γNN = ―cttFlγμ+_赫∂ν
]ノ
Lμ/V                    (9.16)
£κNA =gκ+NAAγμγ5%K~Ⅳ                (9・17)
£KOAΞO =gκOAΞOピγμ%も ア
OA                (9。 18)
£κ+ΞOΩ_ =gκ_ΞOΩ_ピ%らff°Ω―μ+gκ+A=00~μら」f°%Ξ~    (9。19)
For convcntion,I deflne couplings for short as follows:
gl=gKNA, g4=gκOA=0, g5=gKΞOΩ_              (9.20)
T―matrixces are given by
Ъ4=巧卿 ぽ 磁Lα    あ   AЪ
×01+02_昭F+枇司与く0       0豹
η卜2=哺%“τα04》ね     あ
×
“
1-Aい0×           02の
TII-3  ==  ~たglg4g5τα(p4)P3α
(た1_■た2~pl―p2)2_M尋。炒2
×
`γ
5鶴(た2)                                                      (9・23)
Ъ‐=拗″″5蒜プ磁瀦
×あ    れら   AЪ くり    0豹
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Ъィ =り  К』濯κ●o%g52M=0む
×ん1ごγ ψ2              ψlγ5色(た2)
TH-8 = tegl                                       (9・
25)
g4g5τα(P4)P 12~ψl~φ2~几亀
0
3α02~pl_p分2_曜『ψ2
×ψl%鶴(た2)×3 2P3・
6γ
を1~ )2_m鉾
TH_9 = づcgl                                          (9.26)彙g5τα(P4)(´
ん2~ψl~~ψ2~40γα●2~Pl~p分2_4『炒2
×ψl%鶴(た2) (9.27)
TH_10  = たglg4g5卜α
{γα
gμン~:0燿γμ71/―+η(μγンγ→}C8Dν
β
(た2~Pl~ρ2~P3)
~雹μ(P4)批胎1ごγDμβ(た2~Pl~p2‐~P3)]P3β
【|:≒三i;:三Fi:;Jl」
`与
た三
少291~ρ2)2_ゴ
×だ2~A+些傷貫A%くり'2~Pl)2_』 (9.28)
Tlilitilli;llilli:lililethreepropagatorsexceptthediagramswhichcontainthecontacttermoWecan
T―Inat五ces are gauge invariant set.But others are not so tnvial.Therefore,in the
lll:I:|:lllesult'We check the gauge inva五
ance of TH_4-Π-10 nume五cally.After that we apply the form
irst 3 r―mat五ces and to the others r spectively.
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9.5 Formalism : Tlpe III diagrams
Here we will show the 8 diagrams in type III. And we will explain which lagrangians are used and ?-matrix
expression.
γ
窪 ノ
κ °
/(() Jて十  K+
.´
″    ´´″
FIG. 9.6: 8 diagrams of Type III
Type III diagrams have different intermediate states because of the order of the neutral kaon. In this case,
ground state E+ and E0 are choosen as the vitual intemediate states.
?
?
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9.5.l  Effective Lagrangian and T‐lnatrix
Effective Lagrangians for type III are given by
£γNN = ―cArlγμ―蒜 σ
μνそル
]ス
μAr
£γKK = ―づc[(∂μκ)7-(∂μ7)κ]スμ
£KⅣΣO =gKNΣO函十γμ%ぬⅣ
£κΣ+ΞO =gκΣ+Ξ護ゴγμ%らκ一Σ+
£γκΣ+Ξ。 = jcθγκΣ+ΞOピγμЪΣ+Иμκ
~
£κΞOΩ_ =gκ
=OΩ
_0~μらK+%Ξ°
£γκΞOΩ_ = ―づegγκ=OΩ_豆
~μ
■μκ十%Ξ0
£γΣ+Σ+ = ―c函十
[γ
μ_デ
議書Iスμ
Σ+
£γ=0=0 = 慶ヂ2ルトO σ
μ資ちスμΞ0
£γΩ_Ω_  =  ―θ爾
~μ
ご
α動″~:(γαγμγν+γμγνγα)]スαΩ一ν
―ci雨~μデ蕩肴士σαν(そらスα)Ω「.
For convenicnce,wc rcdcflnc thc cOupling constants as follows:
9a : gK=oo-
9z : gKNEo
9a : gKD+=o
(9.29)
(9.30)
(9.31)
(9.32)
(9.33)
(9.34)
(9.35)
(9.36)
(9.37)
(9.38)
(9.39)
(9.40)
(9.41)
!6 and gT ure determined from previous works. But in our calculation, gs which is related to O- is a free
parameter. We choose 10 as the coupling constants related to O- verteces in the present work.
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T―matrixces of type III are given by
THI_1 = ―teg6g7g8/ttμ(p4)p3μ
(た1+た2~pl―p2)2_■ィ2。ψ2
K01+り2_昭[+枇可らくり
Tm-4 = ~tCg6g7g8/ttμ(p4)P3μ
(た1+た2~Pl~P2)2_■ィこ。ψ2
×
 [f+ぅ:3;≡
ん11ごγ                  φlγ5Z(た2)
Ъ巧 =匂鑽ダ 儘hμ   伍 ―
"
如 くり
TIΠ-6 = ~売g6g7θ8扇μ(P4)P3μ
(た1_卜た2~~pl-22)2_M10 
ιγ
×ψl%包(た2)                                (9・45)
Ъィ=売%卿がORμ諸琵号■デ稔h与尭    あ
×  九Tくり
ん1+ん2~ψl+/1fE+
(た1+た2~Pl)2_γ
`+
ん1+ん2~ψl+L駐+
(た1+た2~pl)2_ル嵯聾
βl%
χ2~少1~ψ2~L亀0Tm-8 = づCg6g798τμ(P4)P3μ
(た2~Pl~p2)2_ィ塁。ψ2
(9.42)
(9.43)
(9.44)
(9.46)
(9.47)
(9.48)
×ψl%鶴(た2)(た1_P3)2_m%
Ъ刊 =匂晰卵プ0%   あ  A%く り
TIⅡ_10  =三 たg6g7g8葱μ(P4)|ヽα{gμν
一
:(、卜γン
+γン｀ ぃ)}6γ
αDνβ(た2~Pl~P2~p3)
~:夏πttIごγχlDμβ(た2~pl―p2~ρ3)]p3βて:;三Fj:tFi:卜」ll:房[Tφ2
×ψlЪ鶴(た2)                               (9・49)
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Numericalresull %
9.6 Numerical result
Here we will show the result of our calculation. Af first, we will look around the total cross section of each
diagram without form factor. It is always meaningful to see the bare contribution of each diagram in the
sense that it help us understand the structure of each ?-matrix.
9.6.1 Contributions of each diagram without form factors
Here the totall cross sections of type I diagrams set are shown.
TYPE I
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﹈
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FIG. 9.7: Each contribution of type I diagrams without form factors
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Next the totall cross sections of type 2 diagrams set are shown.
TYPE Ⅱ
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FIG. 9.8: Each contribution of type II diagrams without form factors
We observe that the contributions of the second diagram which include the kaon exchanged f-channel ,
the 9th diagram with a contact term and the l0th diagram with'yCI-O- coupling are large. Every diagram
increases as a function of the photon energy .8., since there are 4 energy integration in the phase space.
Therefore we can expect that we need the stronger form factor to controll these increasing behaviors. The
form factors dependent on the three vitual particles can do. We will explain this later.
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TYPE HI
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FIG. 9.9: Each contribution of type trI diagrams without form factors
FIG. 9.10 shows the total cross section of type Itr diagrams without form factor. We can see that the
4th and the 7th diagram's contribution are large. We can expect the magnitude of the total cross section of
type III can be different from other two types since type III diagrams contains different intermediate states
compared with type I and type II. We show the total of each type and total of every diagrams in the next
section.
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[4] 181
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Here we show the contribution of the summation of each diagram set and the total of every diagram we
calculated.
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TOTAl“
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0 201510201510
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FIG. 9.10: The cross section as a function of E.r. Each type's contribution and total contribution are shwon.
We observe that the magnitude of the total cross section of type I and type I[ are similar, but that of thpe Itr
are relatively large. We guess that such a difference is came from the different intermediate particle in the
diagrams. The position of the neutral kaon makes the different choice of the intermediate states.
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FIG. 9.11: The total cross section as a function of Er. The blue points are a extrapolation taken from [79].
Two solid lines in FIG. 9.7 are our result. The extrapolation points are extimated from one ss production
(KA) and two s5 production (K K=). We try two cut-off parameters in the form factor. We observe that the
cross section is very sensitive to the cutoff since cutoff affects 24 diagams. For simplicity we assume that
the cutoff of the mesons and that of the baryons are same, A14 
- 
A6.
9.7 Summary and outlook
In this work, we calculate order of the total cross section of 1,p ---+ K+ K+ K|e- in an effective Lagrangian
approach. To do this, we consider the 24 Feynman diagrams depending on the position of the photon and
the kaon. For simplicity, we consider only the ground state of baryon and kaon as the intermediate states.
In our calculation there are two parameters, g6sg2 and the cutoff A. Using gK=e : 10, we obtain 0.05 nb
around 20 GeV. This work is the first step to predict the Q- production. We would like to consider possible
resonances to obtain the relevant order calculation in the next work.
A=1.1
A=l GeV
?
〓
?
?
?
?
ー
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Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, we have studied kaon photoproductions, starting from single kaon up to three kaons. The
general purpose is to understand the mechanism of strangeness production near the threshold region and
effect of strangeness in hadron structure. In particular, the strangeness productions are accompanied by a
hyperon or its resonance, the reaction is useful to explore the structure of the hyperon resonances.
Single kaon production with ground state hyperons have been studied extensively. Here in this thesis we
have studied systematically many different reactions in a common method, that is the effective lagrangian
approach. The effective lagrangian is based on the idea which we can construct an effective field with
hadronic degrees of freedom instead of quarks and gluons, respecting the symmery of the underlying theory.
In most cases, we have not considered explicitly possible nucleon resonances, and just concentrate on the
background contributions, which give a smooth behavior of the cross sections as functions of the photon
energy. In this regards, our study is not complete but rather qualitative. Nevertheless, systematic study
should provide an important aspect of hadron dynamics in the strangeness production reactions.
One general problem is the form factor. This is a necessary ingredient in hadron reactions when com-
pared with experimental data. Physically the form factor is needed to account for the internal structure of
hadrons. Practically, this provides a simple mechanism to explain the decreasing tendency of the reaction
cross sections for exclusive processes. Nevertheless, the detailed account of the form factor is not given at
the microscopic level, and we still need much phenomenological approach. In this regard, we believe that
the present study is useful.
As a result of the present study we have found a reasonable set of form factor which can be applied to
91
wide range of processes with parameters of physically reasonable range. This is quite encouraging, because
in the previous studies, form factors are always treated as theoretically unknown factors.
As specific subjects, we have studied in detail phi-photoproduction associated two kaons (K+-K-), and
three kaons associated with Omega production (KKK). In the former, it is difficult to describe the bump
structure of the phi photoproduction with gluon exchchange, Pomeron. And the bump came from the res-
onance [25] is unkonwn. To explain the bump strucuter near the threthold, we have investicagated several
rescattering processes. Including the hadronic process and Pomeron, we explain the bump structure suc-
cessfully. As the next project, we would like to investigate the phi photoproduction off the neutron with
the coupled-channed method. In the latter, we have provided order of the cross sections for the first time
prior to experiments. In the present work, only the ground intermediate states are considered. We would like
consider the relevant resonaces for the better prediction. In the near future the experiment will be done at
JLab and our results can be compared to the results from there.
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Convention and Kinematics
A.1 Unit, Metric and Dirac matrices
A.1.1 Unit
We use the natual unit(fi, : c : 1) in this dissertation. Following this unit system, we obtain some relation
between the natual unit and MKS unit as follows:
hc 
: [ii:,,:_ ]l;,, " ro8m/s)
197.4Mev.fm
:1
+ L97.4fm : J. in the natual unit system (A.l)MeV
Using the definition 1b : 19-28-2, we obtain
l Gev-2 : $or.+ r to-ta;2mz
: 389.463125 pb (4.2)
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And the magnitude of electric charge(lel) and the fine structure constant(a) are given by
‖ =品
α =c2/4π=c2/4πんc=1/137.04
4.1.2 Metric and Dirac matrix
We follow the convention of Bjorken and Drell [67,68]. The metric in Minkowski space is defined by
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.7)
(A.8)
Dirac gamma matrices are defined as follows(Bjorken-Drell Notation):
f :(r o \ , (o o,\ .yu:(:1) (A.6)\o -r)' 7-:\-oi o)' | -\r o)
The Pauli sigma matrices are defined as follows :
?
、
‐
?
?
???????．???）〉
??
?
?
?
?
?
‐
?
?
〓?
?
、
‐
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
‐
?
?
〓?
σ3=(:fl)
These matrices satisfv
{γ
μ
,γ
ν}=2gμン,(γμ)†=γOγμγO,
(γ
O)2=r,(γO)十=γ0
γ5≡ をγOγlγ2γ3,{γ′″,γ5)=0,(γ5)2=1,(γ5)|=γ5
tr(σづ)=0,(σじ)十=σを, σOσ′=δ″+づ6弯たσた
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包(P,Sz=1/2)= u(p, s, : -\f 2) :
whereら=/上げ十p2.And nom山z面on conttbnお」ve  by
雹(P,S)Z(P,r)=2χ島,
A。3 Spin‐3/2 Spinor
Wc dcnotc thc spin-3/2■lclds ttμ(P,S)l WhiCh satisties the Rarita―Schwinger equations[69]
(b 
- 
*)"P(p, s) : 0 , ppuq(p, 
") : lruq(p, s) : 0
A general form of the solutions is obtained by
A.2 Spin‐1/2 Spinor
Spin-1/2 spinor representation is as foHows:
JE;TTI
0
Pz
\/Er+npa*iPs
JWM
with
鶴μし,0=冴`
(:1:;:,λ)C賃
。)Zし,→
C質= (皇)ナ
三
,ελ―卜満 )
ε+=―島←,ちの,
(A.13)
εo=(0,0,1), ε_ ―づ,0)         (A.14)
0
v任ら十Af
yら+M
yら十■f
(A.9)
(A.10)
(A.H)
(A.12)
where ,S : ) * sf 2, u(p, s) is the spin-l/2 spinor defined in Eq. (A.9), and Cfi1 jz J; n pz) denotes the
SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for J(n + pz) : jr(pr) + jzj"z). And e((p) is the basis four-vector
and is defined bv
=島0,
tS:+3/2, +l/2, 
-112, -312
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More explicitly, Eq. (A.12) can be wriffen as
鶴μ(P,+3/2)
鶴μ(P,+1/2)
包μ(P,-1/2)
鶴μ(P,-3/2)
4.4 Cross section and Phase space
A.4.1 Cross sections
pα, 7ηα pl,9ηl
pb, 7しb ρη, mη
FIG. A.l : Definitions of variables for production of an n-body final state
The definition of the differential cross section in Ref.[73] is given by
In the rest frame of m6, the flux factor in the denominator
=moPα lab;
while in the center-of-mass frame
(島.2)2_鶴:m3=Pα cm√・
?
?
?
???
?
?
?，
?
?
?
?
??????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
〓
(A.15)
(A.16)
(A.17)
(A.18)
(a.pb)2_ :鶴3
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And the phase space is defined by
de'(po * po; pr,. . . ,pn) : dn (p"-r po - ior)fi#fu
i.:l i:l '
L.4.2 Kinematics in two-body scattering process
pb, 富しら
←一瘍
(島ab(πα),Aab(鶴α)) (^u,d) in the Lab frame
FIG. A.2: Kinematics in the center of mass frame and in the laboratory frame
We consider the two-body scattering process shown in Fig(A.2).
In the center of mass frame, energies of particles are given by
(A.19)
????
?
?
?
(A。20)
where E" (*) is energy as a function of particle mass rn. We can easily check the energy conservation
relation, E" (m) * E" (m6) : !G. The absolute values of three momenta are given by
i"-(*u),: 
- ^'t'G:\2 
^2\
2\/i zrf=' (A'21)
with kinematical function2 defined bv
\(r,y, 
") : ,2 + a2 + ,2 - 2ry - 2y" - 2zn' (A.22)
In the laboratory frame, where the paricle with mass rn6 is the target and that with with mo is tha beam, the
島ぼ哺 =T,瓢 り =T,
21tis also called the Kttlcn function.
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energy and momentum of intital particle are given by
Eua(mo) : :#, Eua(ma) : *a
and the absolute values of the three momentum of the beam is given by
r^i, _ \t/'(r,^?,*3) : ^@lPtaul :--'Z; V\ Z_6-) -m""
And the energy and momentum relation between two frames are given by
島<哺=禦 -7, 膿ml=腕ぁ1樵.
(A.23)
(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)
(A.27)
(A.28)
(Ver l.1,Feb.2013)
For the photoproduction case, the mass of the beam is zero, mo : 0, we obtain
Erua(*o) : u&*l , lF.,^(*,) | : lpi,"(' dl : 7F.
4.4.3 TWo-body phase space
From the definition of phase space in Eq. (A.19), two-boby phase space is given by
Qは2+勁=/品∴ 改P―・―』
轟/豊・E―島一助
心ル1豊・E・―助
with P : pa* po: (8,0) and p: l{t," l: ldz,"rnl in thecenterof mass frame. Fromthe energy conser-
vation,
E =
→>ごE =
El+コ2
ャ/77ι:+ノ十
誓十誓
毛の
m3+フ2
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For phase space calculation itselt, we can ues Eq. (A.30), but we use the relation, Eq. (A.29) in the invariant
amplitude calculation because there are I depencence in the integration.
Using the energy and momentum conservation, p is given by
cea+』=轟ル∝θ吾
1    フ
2(27)5E
戸=囲 =
咄の=/品∴ 乱 政P-2-2-J
=/乱叩―乳―"=/乱%しけ
In thc flnal stcp,wc usc thc Lorcntz invariancc ofthc phase spacc.And c is dcflncd as fonows:
Substituting Eq. (A.28) to Eq. (A.27), we obtain
(E_島)2_(_島)2 = 62_(0~12
Applying Eq. (A.29) to Eq. (A.33), we obtain
(A.29)
(A.30)
(A.32)
(A.33)
入1/2(s,7711,m3)
(A.31)
L.4.4 Three-body phase space
For three-body phase space calculation, I use the recursion in Ref. [71]. Q"(E,B) denotes that the inital
state has energy .B and momentum p.
2√
Φ3(E,の = /7ダ
;墨発可
×
[森 /ご
COS θ
:]
= 
心 /≪暑
[/d COSθ
:
(A.34)
(A.35)
→6=7(E―島)2_陽12
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with
A.4.5 Four‐b dy phase space
Silnilarly let us start with the deflnition of thc four―body phase spacc.
咄の=/品∴ 乱 乱 改P―a_2_―勁=/乱輔σ―耽罰
=/∴輔鮎け       m
Applying the relation,Eq。(A.35)to Eq.(A.37),we obtain
Φ4(E,の=/吾
彰 ≒
×
[ギ暴 /警 /d COSθ号 ]
= 
赫 /轡 /警 /dCOSθ3            (A.38)
With C3,62 and p denncd by
63=顆E~助)2_|ュ12          (A.39)
62=顆63~島)2_陽12         (A.40)
フ=       は0
フ=        は η
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BAdditional discussion on the spin density
matrix of d photoproduction
8.1 Spin density matrix and decay angular distribution
(人γ)  (λ,λ′) ,メκ十
》   ? ′メfttlfン:Iγ^ :     ://φl)‐・"Ⅲ…ンx~
P
(りヽづ) 緻∫)
FIG. B.1: Definition of the helicity index and @ meson decay
The spin density matrices are correlation function of the phton and / meson polarization. In the labo-
ratory we cannot measure the phi meson directly. Instead of that, we estimate the properties of phi meson
by measuring the decayed kaons from the phi meson. The decay angular distributions of the decayed kaons
help us to study the phi meson's properties and they are parameterized by the spin density matrices. We can
understand the helicity transition process deeply investigating the spin density matrices of the scattering.
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Although we cannot measure the intermediate / meson's helicities, we can get information of helicities of
/ meson using the decay angular distribution of kaons. This description is shown in FIG. B.1. The spin
density matrix of the vector meson is defined as follows:
ρR,λ′ =
ρ入,λ′ =
ρ貫,λ′ =
ρヌ,λ′ =
TT/1(COS θκ)
レレЪ(φK―Φ)
И亀(φκ tt Φ)
where■_l and△1_l arc dcIIncd by
1
Ⅳ
1
Ⅳ
Z
Ⅳ
1
Ⅳ
(B。1)
(B.2)
(B。3)
(B。4)
(B.5)
(B.6)
(B。7)
(B.8)
(B。9)
)7,);,)y
There are other definitions of the spin density matrix. But I introduce what we need to explain our analysis
here. If you want to see more detail explanation, you can find it in many references [64, 80].
The decay angular distribution can be parameterized by the spin density matrix as following;
ρl_1
△1_1
D rs1,s;su,xrTiy,A,;);,).,
).y,)1,);
I r\y,\;Ar,-\1Ti,1,s, rAn,A,
)7,)l,)7
I 
^1?:4,s;s,,_).,Ty,.\,;)n,).,)1,);,)y
t l7?.ry,.r;.rn,.r 1TI1,A,),i,)1
:(1-ρ8。)―「:(3ρ80-1)cOS2 θκ
1+均ηρl lcos2(φK―Φ)
1+均特△1_l COS 2(φκ+Φ)
=押‐―hバコ
=:耐‐+hバ⇒・
?
?
?
〓
Angles in the above equations are defined in the reaction plane in FIG. B.2.
Angles of the decayed kaons are defined in Gottfried-Jackson (G.J.) system. Definitions in G.J. system are
shown in FIG. B.3.
In G. J. system, @ meson is at rest and the photon momentum is parellelle to the z-axis. Using the formailsm
we disscussed above, let us discuss the helicity property of / photoproduction more. It is well known that
in the forward angle region, t-channel contribution is dominant. Analysis of the spin density matrix and the
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ψ(た2)
(た1)γ
pバ屁)
FIG.B.2:Kinematics in C.M.system,た1+A=0 Φ denOt s the azimuthal angle for the reaction plane.
Pl
systeln.
decay angular distributon help us understand the properties of the exchanged particle through t-channel.
8.2 W1@os0x) and,spin one-flip process
Here we will discuss about trV1(cos06) to understand spin flip process in the @ photoproduction. Let me
rewrite the definition of Wr(cos d6) and p$0.
W1(cos01a) :
ρ80  =
:(1-ρ80)■:(3ρ8。-1)cOS2 θκ
弁
(ITO-12+T。12)
IЪ 12+IЪl12
1■112+|■1112+IЪ l12+IT0112+|■112+12
(B.10)
(B.H)
(B.12)
We ignore the helicity indeces of the baryon since they are same in the both helicity amplitude in Eq.( B.1-
8.4). From the denominator of Eq.(B.12), we know that p$6 is related to the spin one-flip process. If p$o
is large enough, it means the the spin one-flip process is dominant in f-channel. Otherwise, the the spin
one-flip process is not important in f-channel and it indicates that the exchanged particle through l-channel
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cos d6) and spin one{l
is a particle with J=o.
To check whethcrthe spin Onc―flip prOcess is donlinant Or not,lct us considcr thrcce extrcnl cases:
1・ Ifρ80=0(nO Spin onc―n p),フフ1(COS θK)=0.5-0.5 cos2 θK.
2.Ifρ80=0.5,ンフ1(COS θK)=0.25+0.25 cos2 θκ.
3. If p$6 : 1 (only spin one flip exists), IUr(cos 0x) : cos2 06.
1
0。8
0。6
0.4
0.2
≧ o
O.8
0.6
0。4
0.2
0
…1       -0。5 0    0.5     1
αttθκ
FIG. B.4: W1 as a function of cos 9. The dots are LEPS data and solid line is our theoretical result. Threee
cases of p8o tre also presented.
Even though it looks that the there are some contribution of p3o , but the experimental data and our result
support that the spin one-flip process is not dominant. The conclusion of FIG. B.4 is that the exchanged
particle through t-channel has the spin quantum number, J 
- 
0. This conclusion gives us the consistent
′″ρLO=1｀
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description of Pomeron (JPC : 0++) exchange process and it shows that the hadronic description can
explain J :0 particle exchange process also.
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Wz(dx 
- 
a),W(dx + o) and natural parity
8.3 Wz(dx 
- 
o), Ws(dN + o) and natural parity
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
‐?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
|:|:l:ll
ITII覇上
「
ユI:
:lil:l,l,|・「
亜TT下|■葺
・・亜 亜tt
il]|:1lliltr
π
φκ一Φ      φκ+Φ
FIG.B。5:レЪ andレレЪ aS functions Of spccinc anglCs.Thc uppcr pannels arc fOr Eγ=2.07 GeV d the
lower pannels are fOr Eγ=2.27 in our wOrk.Data are taken from[21].
Lct mc rcwirtc deinitions OfレレЪ and予レЪ again.
フレЪ(φκ―Φ)
レレЪ(φκ tt Φ)
??
?
〓
1+2pγρl_l cos 2(φκ―Φ)
1+均特△1_l COS 2(φκ tt Φ)
(B。13)
(B。14)
where P7 is the photon strenth which is I in 100% polarized beam. At high energy, it is known that the
following relations are extablished well :
rN/U 
- 
-Lt rrl-)..n
'-),-)r - r\-r,, '-r),)r (B。15)
E=2.27 GeV
γ
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- 
a),wz(dr + o) and naturalparity 107
where the upper * sign is for the natural parity (N), the lower 
- 
sign is for the unnatural parity (U).
Applying Eq.(B.15) to Eq. (8.13) and Eq. (8.14), we obtain
o Ifthe exchanged particle has the natural parity,
Fl-r:f ta,t', Ar-r: f ln-rl'
o Ifthe exchanged particle has the unnatural parity,
FI-t :-f tn,t' , Ar-r : -f la-rl'
(B.16)
(B.r7)
From the relations of Eq. (B.16) and Eq. (B.17), we can leam two things. Firstly, the sign of F|-r and A1-1,
we can determine the exchanged particle has the natural parity or unnatural parity. Secondly, comparing the
magnitudes of Fl-t and A1-1, we can see that the spin conserved process is dominant or spin two flip
prcess is dominant.
Now we are in a position to check the experimental data and our theoretical result. First of all FIG. 8.5
tells us that the sign of Fl-r ir positive. And our result shows that the magnitude of Fl-r is larger than that
of A1-1. It means that the spin conservedprocess is dominant and the spin two-flip process is ignorable.
The finite magnitude of Ws(drc * O) indicates that the Eq. (8.15) is a good approximation at low energy
resion.
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CMiscellaneous notes
C。l Unitarity ofS matrix,ilnaginary part ofinvariant amplitude and cutkosky
rule
C.1。l  lmaginary part ofinvariant amplitude through unitarity of S‐matri文
Lct us star with deflnition of S―matrix.
βル =1-jTJo                (C.1)
TJづ =υπ)4νルδ141d+Pち―Pf―pj―…pわ      (C.2)
Using the unitanty of S―Inat五x,we can obtain the imaginary part of T―trix.
SIS = 1
(1+jTI)(1-づT)= 1-づT十づT十+T十T=1
21mT = ―TIT                            (C.3)
→ 21m(blTlα)= ―(aTITlα)
―/洗/哉lb Tll→倒劉→ C0
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Here
(blTIIノ)=
In telllls of inVariant amplitudes,
=4→∫=TJ→b
Here鳥=た1+Pl=(ν石,0)in CM iame.
We insen a identiけ∫dγ3δ(γ3-ιb)=l intO fl in Eq。(C.6).
，
、?
??
(C.5)
(C.6)
(C.7)
(C.8)
(C.9)
χmイいの一寿/名/髪ノいの″いう。→句C―で一り
And
Applying Eq.(C.8) to Eq.(C.7), we get
=δ[■43-(鳥―イ)2],
Substituting Eq。(C.9)tO Eq。(C.6),we obtain
ム=/髪ル喝・聴―わ∝鳥―イリ
聴―ろ
2EDごED
?
?
〓
?
??
ム =/髪
発12EDα助 )a喝
一ιり ∝鳥 ―イーの
= /d4ιD δυィター イb)δけヽ 一′―′D)
(イD=島一イ)
四mれ→リ ー 涛 /発δ鴎 ―幌 ―釧 ″げ→のμい D CO
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Next let us consider 12.
- f lt-l2atit12 : J tt'  6lMb - 6/" - nd2 + lt'l')
Using Ead,E2 : W-lalil,we can rewrite Eq. (C.11).
ら=/翌写ごΩδ[弓―S―m,+2√助]
21mν(α→b)=―。7×
→  ImノИ(α→ b)= ―
=非≒
肩
⊥ルΩνげ→りνし→D
×
/ご
ΩノИ(∫―→b)ル1(α―→ノ)
T →  2をImT
が等→―‰δ72_め
=/彎≧dΩttδO―助
= 
拳 /dΩ
Substituting Eq.(C.12)into Eq.(C.10),We Obtain
C.1.2 Cutkosky Rule
When we calculatc a invariant amplitude,we can apply the following rule known as cutkosky rule:
When we apply the cutkosky rule, we can get the exactly same value Im,A4 as we concem in the Eq. (C.13).
(C.11)
(C.12)
(C.13)
(C。14)
(C.15)
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C.2 Form factors
There are much ambiguities in how to choose form facters in hadron physics since there no way how to
derive form factor from a fundamental theroy. Theoretical physicist have tried sever types of form factors
to explain experimental data. Here I will briefly show their compatibilities.
-, 
e\ I\2 
-m2I,itp-) : E4
pz(pr): |- ,, ?tn -,-.l"lnlta -t (P2 - rn2)2 ]
pz@2) : 
"*lg+I]
4(p2) is the dipole type. And F2 andF3 have the following relation :
Fe: lim &t +oo
The following figure shows the behavior of those three form factors.
I
0.8
0.6
rr;-
0.4
0.2
0
(c.16)
(c.17)
(c.18)
(c.1e)
'))p- [GeV-]
FIG. C.1: Momentum dependence of three form factors
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C.2.1町pe l fOrm factor
Type l fo■11l fator for meson―meson―baryon vertex is g市en by
F(92,Pl,P3)=F■f鮨2)FB(pDらし3)
Ftr(qr) : &:-Y&. (c.20)
tt1a _ e-
pn(p2) : l-=#----=r*]"
My and Ms stands for the meson mass and baryon mass respectively. Fr type is used for a scalar meson
and F2 type is used for a baryon and a vector meson. These choice of form factor explain many data
successfully in several works 154,661and it is most recommanded.
C.2.2 Tlpe II form fator
Type I form fator for meson-meson-baryon vertex is given by
F(92,Pl,P3)=FAr(92)FB(pl)FB(P3)
Fr,r(q'', I n{Yl'----.--r...l" (".rr)| : t;A.g-vT1
Fn(p') : | ,, "rnb^ f"' t;ET@- MTI
F2 type is used for not only meson but also baryon. This kind of form factor is also available for several
cases [26].
C.2.3 Tlpe III form fator : overall type
This overall type is motivaed from @ meson photoproduction in chapter 3. We multiply two I! type form
facotr which depends on f and s respectively to the gauge-invariant invariant amplitude set as follows:
ノИ=υИs十九4+ノИc十・…)F(S)F(ι) (C.22)
C.2.4 F2in the limit η‐〉(Ю
Firstly wc usc thc following dcinition of thc cxponctial to provc F3=limπ→∞ F2・
c¢= lirn [1-・脅|れ
                                 (C・23)
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Now let us consider the form factor Fr in the limit n 
-) oo.
鳳島0,ムPb=鳳トボ書研lπ
=hi赫
lπ
Here we use the binomial expansion:
(C.24)
(C.25)は十→α=1+∝+宅評ノー ・
Applying Eq。(C.25)to Eq.(C.24),we obtain
鳳 ЦZムP句 =鳳 [―宅 謬 十
二
場
」
(塑宇
壁
)2_lπc2。
～  lim  [1- (p2_m2)2/A41れ
= Expl―些ittfiI]
(C.27)
(C.28)
1
0.8
NQO.6
く
岳0.4
0.2
0
: 1。
301
p2 1cev21
FIG. C.2: The F2 type form factor for various n values. When n ---' oo, the Fz type form factor approaches
to the exponetial function denoted red solid line.
?
）
A=0.7 GeV
m=l GcV―
 ExpOncntial
一 n=1-―・ n=2
-n=5
~~・ n=102
~~・ n=103
__ n=104
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